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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

There is an urgent need for new ways to manage

technological risks.Climate change, the ozonehole,

nuclear waste, pesticides, hormone disrupting

chemicals, BSE, Brent Spar, genetically modi¢ed

food - a host of apparently intractable risks pass in

and out of the headlines at a frenetic pace.The

issues quickly become polarised.There are signs

that public anxieties over each successive `revela-

tion' of technology-induced threat are compound-

ing into a corrosive general attitude of fatalism,

disillusion and distrust. Reassurances on the part of

government or industry are increasingly coming to

be seen as cynical exercises in ¢nancial or political

damage limitation.The established techniques of

risk assessment seemunable to accommodate the

wide diversity of issues or address the powerful

emerging forces.

In looking for new approaches, risk appraisal tools

are required which are: £exible and broad in scope;

open to divergent interests and values; able to

acknowledge uncertainty; whilst being systematic,

transparent, veri¢able and accessible as well as

practically feasible and e¤cient. Conventional risk

assessment methods fail to meet many of these

needs. In part, this is because they seek toprovide a

single (apparently uniquely authoritative `sound

scienti¢c') answer: safe or unsafe.Yet it is increas-

ingly recognised by bodies such as the US National

Research Council
1
and Presidential Commission on

Risk Assessment
2
and the UK's Royal Society

3
and

Royal Commission on Environment and Pollution
4

that attempts to assert uniquely `scienti¢cally

sound', `economically rational', or otherwise ostensi-

bly de¢nitive conclusions can all-too-easily leave

crucial subjective factors concealed.

It is ironic that e¡orts to mould consensus through

the assertion of a particular set of values in risk

assessment can actually foster greater controversy

and mistrust.What is lacking is an approach which

provides a reliable `map' of the key technical and

social issues from which policy makers might hope

to make more transparent, robust and readily

accountable decisions. Multi-criteria appraisal

techniques - often used in planning and technology

assessment in some countries, but only rarely in

response to contemporary risk issues in the UK -

provide one potential approach.

In this pilot study, some of the techniques of multi-

criteria appraisal were applied to the comparative

evaluation of the usefulness of genetically modi¢ed

(GM) crops ^ an issue which is subject to widely

divergent views.The approach is called `multi-

criteria mapping' (MCM) because the intention is to

demonstrate how a risk debate can be `mapped' ^

establishing the main contours and identifying the

key areas of di¡erence and convergence.The

particular case examined was that of GMherbicide

tolerance in oilseed rape, with a comparison made

with other strategies for the cultivation of oilseed

rape.

Methodology

The pilot MCM process is described in Box1. It

involved twelve participants, each prominent in the

current debate over GM crops and chosen to re£ect

a wide range of institutional interests and perspec-

tives (from strongly favourable to strongly opposed

to GM strategies).They included regulators (2),

academic scientists (2), representatives of biotech-

nology industry and the food supply chain (4) anda

variety of religious and public interest groups (4).

The features of the MCMapproach which distin-

guish it from a conventional risk assessment

include:

. A focus on comparing the relative performance

of a range of di¡erent options (here including

organic, conventional and GM strategies for the

production of oilseed rape), rather than simply on

asking whether a particular individual option is

`safe' or not when taken in isolation.

. The criteria used to evaluate the options were

chosenby the participants themselves, extending

beyond simple quantitative factors and with rela-

1 NRC,1996

2 EPA,1997

3 Royal Society,1992 Chapter 5.

4 RCEP,1998
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tively few constraints imposed by the technique

itself.

. The`scoring'ofoptions under the di¡erent criteria

provided amultidimensional picture of perfor-

mance, rather than being based on a single

absolute yardstick.

. The full scope of technical and scienti¢cuncer-

tainties was highlighted by explicit attention to

`pessimistic' and `optimistic' assumptions in

scoring.This contrasts with a focus on those

single values deemed to be most l̀ikely' or

`appropriate'.

. Di¡erent judgements over the relative importance

of di¡erent criteria - something which is often

concealed in risk assessment - were here

accommodated and explored by the use of

explicit numerical weightings.

. As well as permitting conclusions concerning

overall performance, the ¢nal picture of the rela-

tive rankings of the di¡erent options provide a

clear re£ection of how the options perform di¡er-

ently under di¡erent perspectives.

. The techniques of sensitivity analysis were used

quite intensively to investigate the key determi-

nants of the resulting picture of performance.

For all twelve participants the procedure yielded a

wealth of information concerning the particular

options which appeal to di¡erent constituencies,

the di¡erent types of appraisal criteria and the ways

these are framed under di¡erent perspectives.

However, two of theparticipants didnot complete all

parts of the process because they felt unable to

assign numerical scores or weightings for their

evaluation criteria.

Findings and Conclusions

The MCM method successfully engaged a wide

spectrum of interests in a manner which is often

di¤cult in such hotly disputed controversies. As a

result, the range of perspectives accommodated in

this study was much wider than that which is

embodied in conventional approaches to the risk

assessment of GM crops.The result was a fairly

comprehensive `map' of the issues surrounding the

use of GMoilseed rape, providing a relatively full

and detailed re£ection of the key themes currently

raised in public debate.

A very wide range of criteria (117 in total) were

de¢ned by the di¡erent participants, covering

environmental, agricultural, human health, social

and ethical issues. Likewise, a wide variety of di¡er-
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ent options were identi¢ed and their implications

explored. For no participant were all their criteria

included in the existing formal system for the regu-

latory appraisal of GM crops in the UK. Signi¢cantly,

broader non-technical issues such as ethics and

institutional demands were considered to be as

relevant to the appraisal of environment and health

e¡ects asmore technical matters suchas gene £ow

and toxicity.

Although there were stark contrasts between the

¢nal rankings obtainedby the di¡erent participants,

there were also some common themes. Across all

perspectives, the organic option performed rela-

tively well, not only under environmental criteria

(where it emerged unequivocally well), but also in

relative terms under all criteria taken together.There

was also a general picture of the relatively poor

performance of conventional intensive agriculture.

GM options were found to perform best only under

theperspectives of certain governmentand industry

participants.The degree to which these ¢ndings

accurately re£ect some currently emerging trends in

the debate suggests that a MCMapproach may

have the potential to provide decision makers with

reliable - and correspondingly valuable - insights

into crucial risk issues and their policy implications.

The outcome of the present MCM was largely

determined by the type of criteria that were chosen

(by the particular individuals involved), the way

these were de¢ned and prioritised and the

assumptions employed in scoring (the so-called

`framing assumptions'). Perhaps surprisingly,

however, the values taken by the criteria `weight-

ings' evidently had relatively less impact on the ¢nal

picture than did more qualitative factors in the char-

acterisation of the criteria and the `framing' of the

scoring. From this it follows that the considerationof

cultural, political andethical issues separately from -

orafter - the conductof riskassessment is unlikely to

compensate for any constraints or idiosyncrasies in

the framing of the risk assessment itself. An MCM

approach may therefore assist in the crucial busi-

ness of `risk characterisation', prior to - and

subsuming - the conduct of other risk assessment

techniques.

An MCMapproach may also help by establishing a

broader and more robust basis than conventional

riskassessment for judgements over whatcounts as

`harm'. At present, the regulatory appraisal of GM

crops is conducted on the basis of comparison with

the risks associated with current agricultural prac-

tices. However, the generally favourable picture of

organic agriculture and the relatively poor perfor-

mance of conventional agriculture under di¡erent

perspectives in this exercise, suggests that progres-

sive standardsmay be amore appropriate yardstick

of harm than the status quo.

One means to implement the much-discussed

`precautionary approach' is to avoid putting all the

eggs in one basket ^ pursuing in parallel several of

the better-performing options.This study revealed

support from all sides of the debate for this general

principle of diversity. However, in addition to identi-

fying convergences of views, this focus on diversity

alsohighlightspractical di¤culties.Forexample,GM

and organic farming strategies are widely seen to

interfere with each other and so appear to be

mutually inconsistent.Where the e¡ect of certain

options is to compromise or inhibit the pursuit of

other strategies, then, recognition of the bene¢ts of

diversity might lead to such options being regarded

unfavourably in appraisal.

In conclusion, the MCM process allowed constitu-

encies with starkly divergent interests and values

fully to engage in the appraisal process.This was

possible because MCM provides an approach

which is at the same time relatively pluralistic,

systematic and transparent. Indeed, for these

reasons it may be that MCMo¡ers a means to help

avoid the dangers of (on the one hand) spurious

attempts to impose `consensus' and (on the other)

opaque, distrustful and corrosive social con£ict

over technological risks.

The present pilot study could be extended by

allowing for more discussion between participants,

by includingdi¡erent sectors of the general public in

the de¢nition and weighting of criteria and by

bringing in further expertise in the conduct of the

technical scoring. It is particularly important that

any subsequent exercises include wider publics

both to identify any contrasts with the specialist

arena and to con¢rm and enrich the `map' of the

overall debate over the use of genetically modi¢ed

crops in agriculture.
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BOX 1:

Multi-criteria mapping of a genetically
modi®ed crop in agricultural systems in the
UK -Methodology

To consider the relativeperformance of

geneticallymodi¢ed, herbicide tolerant, oilseed

rape, six basicpolicyoptions were compared

(plusuptosixothers chosenbyeachparticipant):

. NoGMcrop, organic agricultural system

. NoGMcrop, integratedpest management

system

. NoGMcrop, conventional agricultural system

. GMcropwith segregationand labelling

. GMcropwith post-releasemonitoring

. GMcropwith voluntary controls onareas of

cultivation

Step 1: Individual interviews (2-3 hour session)
inwhich theparticipant:

. selectedanyadditional options they wished to

consider

. de¢nedthecriteria that theyconsideredshould

be used to evaluate the options

. scored the options undereach criterion,

specifyinguncertainty when relevant

. decidedupon the relative importance

weighting foreach criterion

Theweightedsumsof thescoresunderall criteria

foreach optionwere calculated ona simple

computer programme to give a picture ofoverall

performance.The options were then ranked

accordingly.

Step 2: Analysis (Qualitative andQuantitative)
To compare and explore di¡erencesbetween

individual participants, the researchers then:

. grouped criteria into 5 categories:

environmental, health, agriculture, social and

economic.

. identi¢edareas of technical agreement/

disagreement

. examinedhowuncertaintya¡ected the

outcomepatterns

. conducted sensitivity analysis to determine

what was driving the outcome

. investigated thee¡ectofconsideringadiversity

ofoptions

Step 3: Feedbackonpreliminary results and re-
evaluation

Participants considered theirown results in

comparisonwith thatofother participants and

were asked to reassess or con¢rm their initial

input.The results andanalysis were adjusted

where necessary.
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2. INTRODUCTION

2.1 The New Politics of Risk

According to an in£uential body of thought in the

social sciences, modern industrial civilisation at the

end of theTwentieth Century has seen the advent of

the `Risk Society'.Under this view, the concept of risk

has become a dominant ordering principle, helping

to structure and condition social and institutional

relations and, to some extent, replacing monetary

wealth and cultural privilege as the focus of distri-

butional tensions and political con£ict.
5
Divergent

values and interests together with issues of trust,

rights and legitimacy in the regulation of risk are

beginning to assume at least as much importance

as the more traditional scienti¢c and technical

connotations.

Despite the social complexities, the physical impli-

cations of technological risk are almost too obvious

to spell out: climate change, the ozone hole, urban

smog, nuclear waste and proliferation, pesticides,

hormone disrupting chemicals, BSE, Brent Spar,

genetically modi¢ed food. A host of intractable risks

clamour forattention, threading their way in and out

of the headlines at a frenetic pace.The issues

quickly become polarised.There are signs that

public anxieties over each successive `revelation' of

technology-induced threat are compounding into a

corrosive general attitude of fatalism, disillusion and

distrust. Reassurances on the part of government or

industry are increasingly coming to be seen as

cynical exercises in ¢nancial or political damage

limitation.

With mounting institutional and economic commit-

ments to global technological infrastructures, the

stakes are high and growing ever higher. Innovation

proceeds at an unremitting pace. Once a particular

industrial strategy or technological path has been

chosen, ahostof self-reinforcingmechanisms come

into play.The enormous investments of human

resources, ¢nancial capital and institutional repu-

tation can render technological trajectories once

taken e¡ectively irreversible.The world-wide

experience of nuclear power illustrates the enor-

mous costs to all concerned of (depending on your

view) over-ambitious expectations, belated critical

questioningorapremature l̀oss ofnerve'onthepart

of society as a whole. On the other hand, a failure to

seize the initiative and harness the positive creative

potential of science and technology can lead to

economic stagnation and even defeat in the face of

the many challenging problems of the modern

world.

The question is: what road to take? Whether they

result from technological hubris or a post-modern

crisis of con¢dence, mistakes are not easy to

recognise.They are evenmore di¤cult to correct.

There is agreement on all sides of the debate that

the more profound and pervasive long term dimen-

sions of technological risk cannot be left to `the

market' alone to resolve. Private enterprise and

public interest groups alike seek consistency, clarity

and decisiveness on the part of government (and,

increasingly, inter-governmental) regulatory institu-

tions. But how are such qualities to be achieved

amidst the messy and intractable complexities and

uncertainties of the emerging `Risk Society'?

It is against this daunting background that the

practical business of risk assessment and technol-

ogy appraisal must now take place in sectors

extending across energy, chemicals, transport,

information, communication and of course, food

production. In all these areas, it is increasingly

coming to be realised that the old `scientistic',

expert-centred approaches are not enough.The

way risks are characterised, prioritised and distrib-

uted, their ethical and cultural implications and the

way they are communicated and understood,

collectively serve to transform an apparently narrow

clinical notion of `risk' into an intrinsically subjective

and value-laden concept.The traditional `expert

institutions' of risk assessment such as government

advisory committees, professional institutions and

scienti¢c associations wield undoubted specialist

knowledge in their respective circumscribed ¢elds.

5 Eg: Giddens,1990; Luhmann,1991; Beck,1992; Lash, Szerszynski

andWynne,1996.
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Yet they remain no better equipped (or mandated)

to decide upon profound general questions of

values and interests than are any other assem-

blages of citizens.

Appreciationof thispicture doesnot imply some sort

of `post-modern' rejection of the value of science. It

is clear that science in the broadest sense remains

an essential element in the e¡ectivemanagementof

technological risk. However, there are profound

scienti¢c reasons for acknowledging that science,

on it's own, is never su¤cient in itself to determine

social decision-making on risk.
6
Where the prob-

abilities and magnitudes associated with certain

risks are themselves subject to uncertainty, for

instance, it is hardy scienti¢c to pretend that these

quantities are certain. Indeed, the formal de¢nition

of the concept of risk itself implies the equally well-

founded but less frequently discussed concept of

ignorance ^ a condition under which not only the

probabilities, but also the possibilities themselves

are unknown.
7
It is hardly scienti¢c to deny the

possibility of surprise. Judgements over how much

`̀ we don't know what we don't know'' remain

fundamentally subjective.

Likewise, theappraisal of technological risks always

requires the mixing together of di¡erent issues such

as: fatalities, injuries and various forms of human

illness, ecological, biodiversity and animal welfare

issues, frequent, routine and rare catastrophic

events, reversible and irreversible e¡ects, occupa-

tional, voluntary and involuntary exposures, risks to

disadvantaged groups, children and people who

gain no bene¢t from the activity in question.
8
Here

again, it is a matter of the science underlying risk

assessment itself that there can be no single de¢ni-

tive way of combining such `apples and pears' in a

plural society.
9
Nobel Prize-winning work in

economics demonstrates the theoretical impossi-

bility of aggregating di¡erent social preferences.
10

As a result of these and other scienti¢c insights, it is

increasingly recognised that even the most ostensi-

bly technical citadels of risk analysis (the assigning

of probabilities and the quantitativemeasurementof

harm) remain, at the core, fundamentally context-

dependent, subjective and thence ultimately politi-

cal in character.
11
In the face of these complexities,

the advocacy of `sound science' as the sole deter-

minant of decision making on risk amounts to little

more than scientistic rhetoric. It is ironic that the

aspiration to an exclusive dependence on `sound

science' in risk assessment is itself profoundly

unscienti¢c.

The challenges posed by these gradually emerging

realisations are now being taken up in a number of

countries. Although assertions of `sound science'

and accusations of `public irrationality' remain a

feature of wider debate, authoritative expert reports

now only rarely assert the exclusive su¤ciency of

science or frame the issues as a problem of ration-

ality.The traditionally narrowly technical procedures

of risk assessment are being complemented by

greater attention to the understanding of social and

ethical issues. Real e¡orts are being made in many

areas to open up the procedures of regulatory

appraisal to a wider range of constituencies and

perspectives and to make the process more trans-

parent.
12
The inclusionof local residents, lay citizens

and divergent interest groups is increasingly recog-

nised to confer greater analytical breadth and

robustness as well as enhanced legitimacy.
13

Experiments are underway with novel `deliberative'

and `participatory' appraisal procedures, such as

consensus conferences, focus groups and citizen's

juries. In some countries (such as Denmark and the

Netherlands) trends have progressed to the point

where such approaches have become a statutory

part of the regulatory process. Despite important

recent initiatives.
14

far greater experience has been

gained in some other countries (such as Germany

and parts of the US) than in the UK.

Of course, the new `deliberative' and `participatory'

approaches are not without their own problems ^

not all of which are shared by traditional analytical

techniques.There are asmany points of tensionwith

orthodox risk assessment as there are potential

synergies. It is far from being a foregone conclusion

that such approaches o¡er a way out of the current

risk impasse. In this light, the crucial task is to eval-

uate the strengths and weaknesses of the new

approaches in comparison with the old.There is a

need for open minds, creative thinking, free experi-

mentation and good communication across the old

boundaries. It is in this spirit that the present project

has been undertaken and against which the results

might be judged.
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2.2 Multi-Criteria Mapping in a `Market of
Methods'

Awide variety of techniques have been used in the

appraisal of technological risk.The more important

general analytical approaches include decision

and policy analysis,
15
life cycle analysis and envir-

onmental impact assessment,
16
multi-attribute utility

theory and multi-criteria evaluation,
17
probabilistic,

comparative and environmental risk assessment,
18

orthodox and `constructive' technology assess-

ment,
19
as well as the various formsof environmental

cost-bene¢t and cost-e¡ectiveness analysis.
20
To

these might be added the various formal social

scienti¢c approaches to the structuring of qualita-

tive deliberation, including consensus conferences,

citizen's juries and focus groups.
21

Each of these approaches displays di¡erent

strengths and weaknesses. Each has its own emer-

gingnegotiatedniches forapplication. Inpractice, of

course, the picture will often be asmuch a re£ection

of the quality of a particular study as of the metho-

dology in general. However, both the more tradi-

tional `scientistic' approaches and the new

`participatory' and `deliberative' approaches present

potential di¤culties. Probabilistic risk assessment

and cost-bene¢t analysis, for example, are espe-

cially strongly emphasised in the regulatory culture

of the UKand yet are relatively in£exible and narrow

in their scope, closed to divergent values and

framing assumptions and hubristic about uncer-

tainty. In short, such approaches aspire to the

dubious status of the `analytical ¢x' tending to deny

the essentially subjective andpolitical aspects of the

appraisal of technological risk.
22
Although the

results of individual studies may be asserted with

great precisionand con¢dence, thepictureacross a

range of such studies conductedby di¡erent bodies

is typically far more variable and confused.
23

Some of the participatory and deliberative proce-

dures, on the other hand, are opento concerns over

their veri¢ability and reproducibility and the trans-

parency with which results can be linked with start-

ing assumptions.There are questions over the

extent to which such approaches may be consid-

ered truly `representative' as well as fears that they

may prove to be protracted or inconclusive in their

¢ndings. All approaches alike face di¤culties of

feasibility, e¤ciency and accountability as well as

raising issues of manipulation and `capture'. Here, a

balance must be struck between overly prescriptive

methods whose spurious precision can foster costly

errorsandundulyambiguousapproacheswhichfail

to allow the drawingofanymeaningful conclusions.

Emanating from unlikely origins in military logistics

and operations research in the Second World War,

a family of techniques which might collectively be

known as multi-criteria appraisal have been devel-

oped over the years in the wider ¢eld of decision

analysis.
24
In the past two decades, these have

reached a stage of some maturity.
25
Informed by an

often highly technical literature on rational choice

and utility theory,
26
there has been a tendency for

such techniques to become increasingly complex.

Nevertheless, they are employed in many forms, to

di¡ering degrees and with varying success in

certain countries, especially in ¢elds such as trans-

port and land-use planning,
27
siting,

28
energy

policy,
29
waste management,

30
medicine,

31

commercial decision making
32
and sometimes

technology assessment.
33
They are especially well-

established in a public policy context in northern

European countries such as Denmark and the

Netherlands,
34
but ^ outside of the ¢eld of

management science ^ seem considerably less

frequently used in the UK.
35

Thedetails of the various techniques ofmulti-criteria

appraisal are well reviewed elsewhere.
36
Put brie£y,

the basic procedure at the heart of the present

methodology involves multiplying a performance

scoreunderan individual appraisal criterionwithan

6 These issues are discussed inmore detail in a recent report for the

European Commission Forward Studies Unit, Stirling,1999.

7 Stirling1998.

8 These factors are examined in the concrete case of energy

technology risks in Stirling,1997.

9 These issuesarediscussedinmoredetail inStirling,1997,1998,1999.

10 Prominent amongst this work is the infamous Àrrow Impossibility'

(Arrow,1963), now itself the subjectofanextensive literature (cf:Kelly,

1978,MacKay,1980 andBonner,1986withaconvenient summaryof

the discussion provided in Pearce and Nash,1981).

11 Acknowledged, signi¢cantly, in Department of Environment,1995

paragraph 4.10 and elaborated in NRC,1996.

12 Eg: Webler, et al,1995; Durant and Joss,1995; Renn et al,1996.

13 Eg: Fiorino,1989; Sclove,1995; Bohmann,1996.

14 Eg:UKNational Consensus Conference on Plant Biotechnology,

1994; MacNaghten, et al,1995; Grove-White, et al,1997; Citizen's

Foresight,1999; Clark et al,1998; UKNational Consensus

Conference on RadioactiveWaste,1999.

15 NRC,1996

16 Eg:Lee,1989;Wathern,1991; OECD,1993; van den Berg et al1995.

17 Eg: Keeney et al,1976; Janssen,1983; Nijkamp et al,1990; Bogetoft

and Pruzan,1991.

18 Eg: Covello et al,1985; Suter,1991; Royal Society,1992.

19 Eg: articles in International Journal of Technology Management,

11(5/6),1996; Rip et al,1996.

20 Eg:Pearce and Nash,1981; OECD,1989; Pearce and Turner,1990;

Cropperand Oates,1991.

21 Fiorino,1989; Sclove,1995; Bohmann,1996;Webler, et al,1995;

Durant and Joss,1995; Renn et al,1996.

22 Stirling,1998,1999.

23 Stirling,1997.

24 Keeney etal,1976; Bell et al,1977; StarrandZeleny,1977; Rivett,1980;

Fischo¡ et al,1980; Edwards and Newman,1982; Chankongand

Haimes,1983;Winterfeldt Saaty,1988

25 BanaeCosta,1990; Borcherdingetal,1990; Clemen,1991; Janssen,

1994.

26 These issues are discussed inmore detail by Kelly (1978),MacKay

(1980), (Collingridge,1982),Bonner (1986) andBezembinder (1989)

with a convenient summary of the discussionprovided by Pearce

and Nash (1981).

27 Friendand Jessop,1977; Pinkus and Dixson,1981;Voogd,1983;

Nijkamp et al,1990; Bogetoft and Pruzan,1991;

28 Kirkwood,1982; KeeneyandNair,1977;MerkhoferandKeeney,1987;

Solomonand Cameron,1985; Keeney,1980

29 Hope and Owens,1986; ORNL,1989; Jones et al,1988; Hope et al,

1988; Keeney et al,1987; Kreczko et al,1987; Stirling,1997; Lubbers,

1989; vander Pligt,1989; HobbsandHorn,1998; Climacoetal,1988;

Andersson,1988

30 Renn et al,1996

31 de Bruyn,1990

32 Hax andWiig,1990

33 Fieldetal1994; SharifandSundararajan,1983;Phillips,1989;Cetron,

1973; Japp,1993; Covello, et al,1985;Vlek and Cvetkovitch,1989a

34 Janssen,1994;Voogd,1983; Nijkamp et al,1990; Bogetoft and

Pruzan,1991

35 DETR,1998; ILGRA,1997; Chapman,1981

36 BanaeCosta,1990; Borcherdingetal,1990; Clemen,1991; Janssen,

1994; Salo,1995
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importance weighting assigned to that criterion.

The overall rank derived for each option is therefore

simply the weighted average of these scores.

There are, of course, anumberofadditional features

of the methodology required in order to ensure

consistency.These are discussed later in this report.

For present purposes, however, the central point is

that multi-criteria procedures are often employed in

a similar fashion to orthodox cost-bene¢t or risk

analysis as a way of determining a single `objective',

`rational' or otherwise `de¢nitive' solution to an

intractable social decision-makingproblem.There is

nothing intrinsic about amulti-criteria methodology

which prevents its use in an attempt to impose a

spurious `analytical ¢x' on a complex political

controversy. A recent example of the unsuccessful

use of such techniques in this regard in the UK is

provided by the site selection procedure for a

national radioactive waste repository undertakenby

the nuclear industry in the late1980's.
37

However, in reviewing this and other similar appli-

cations to complex and controversial public policy

problems, it is evident that when reduced to their

most straightforward form the techniques of multi-

criteria appraisal o¡er the potential for a radically

more £exible decision aiding tool. A positive

example of the use in the UK of a multi-criteria

approach in the context ofamore open, deliberative

appraisal process is provided by recent work by the

Environment and Society Research Unit at UCL for

the Environment Agency on Local Environmental

Action Plans.
38
Instead of being used in the narrow

and often counter-productive fashion of an `analyti-

cal ¢x', this work shows that multi-criteria techni-

ques can be used instead as a `heuristic' a way of

exploring the key dimensions of a risk issue and

establishing their characters, relationships and

relative importance.

In short, rather than using them to rationalise a

particular uniquely `objective' or otherwise ostensi-

bly de¢nitive position, multi-criteria appraisal

methods can insteadbe usedas awayof `mapping'

a risk debate. Here, the explicit separation of the

concepts of relatively technical `scores' and more

openly subjective `weightings' (an idea common to

all multi-criteria approaches) constitutes an espe-

cially important feature and establishes a signi¢cant

precedent for the treatment of other dimensions of

appraisal. Factors suchas the scope ofanalysis, the

framing of crucial assumptions and the treatment of

uncertainties can also be handled in multi-criteria

appraisal in a relatively open, transparent and

systematic fashion. In this way, the use of multi-

criteria appraisal as a decision `heuristic' o¡ers a

way of establishing the main contours in a risk

debate and of clarifying key areas of dissent and

convergence between di¡erent constituencies.

When used in this fashion, amulti-criteria technique

may be distinguished from the more conventional

`analytical ¢x' by referring to it as a `multi-criteria

mapping' (MCM) approach.
39

The particulars of the MCM method adopted in the

present study are fully described in Chapter 3 and

Annex 3 of this report. Since many of the more

elaborate complications in other multi-criteria tech-

niques are introduced in an attempt to justify the

unitary prescriptive conclusions of the `analytical ¢x'

they are super£uous in a heuristic `mapping'

approach. Indeed, the justi¢cation for such

complexity can even be questioned in its own right,

since none of the many elaborate techniques

developed in multi-criteria evaluation over the past

four decades may claim fully and ¢nally to have

resolved the fundamental theoretical problems

encountered in the social appraisal of risk.
40
The

guiding principle chosen for the present exercise,

then, has been to employ the simplest of all possible

theoretically-valid approaches.This raises a series

of detailed methodological points which are also

discussed in further detail in Annex 3.

Before embarking onanaccount of the present pilot

study, however, it might be useful clearly to

summarise the basic properties which it is hoped

that an MCMapproach might be held to display

when compared with other techniques for the

appraisal of technological risk. Some of the more

important qualities which may be seen as more or

less desirable, achievable or practicable in di¡erent

contexts are given in the left hand columnof Table1.

These constitute the criteria under which the value

of the present exercisemight itself be appraised.The

corresponding aspirations that might be enter-

tained on behalf of an MCMapproach are set out in

the right hand column of Table1.

Put simply, the hypothesis here is that in its most

straightforward form an MCMapproach may hold

the potential to address (at least to some extent) all

the concerns raisedabove in suchawayas to foster

the virtues both of participatory deliberation and of

systematic analysis. If this is the case, thenmulti-
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criteria approaches in general, and MCM in parti-

cular, appear to be worthy of greaterattention in the

debate over risk assessment and technology

appraisal than is currently the case in the UK. Either

way, there is a need for exploratory work aimed at

establishing the extent to which a straightforward

MCMheuristic may yield practical bene¢ts as a

possible complement to other analytic and delib-

erative approaches in the conduct of appraisal for

the regulation of new technologies such as geneti-

cally modi¢ed crops. It is with the objective of testing

this hypothesis that the present pilot study has been

undertaken.

2.3 Relevance of GM as a subject matter

The controversy over the introduction of genetically

modi¢ed (GM) crops and foods in Europe is

currentlyahighly topical and controversial risk issue

which is taxing theminds of industry, regulators and

society in general.The advent of GM strategies in

agriculture opens upanewarena fordiscourse over

technology and environment.There is general

agreement that there exists at least the potential for

serious, irreversible harm. However, there is consid-

erable scienti¢c uncertainty over the form and

magnitudes of the possible e¡ects and, as yet (by

Table 1:

Somegenerally desirable properties in the appraisal of technological risk as a set of aspirations in a
multi-criteria mapping approach.

QUALITY DEMAND MULTI-CRITERIA MAPPING

Flexibilityand

breadthof scope

Noarti¢cial constraints shouldbe imposed

on the type of issue that canbe taken into

account in appraisal simply because of the

nature of the chosenmethodor metric for

measuring risk.

MCMcanbeusedwith a range of quantita-

tiveorqualitativemethods.Thismeansthat it

is relatively unconstrainedand involves no

necessary emphasis of certain types of

factoroverothers.

Openness to diver-

gent choices,

valuesand framing

assumptions

Itmustbepossibletoincludeandarticulatea

variety of di¡erent interests, values, priorities

andassumptions anda range of choices of

alternative technological or policyoptions.

Divergent perspectives are expressed in

MCM through open-endedapproaches to

`choice options',`appraisal criteria', `perfor-

mance scores'and `importance weightings'.

Candourabout

uncertainties

There shouldbenoundue constraints

concerning the nature or scope of the

uncertainties andanalysis should explore a

wide range of di¡erent possible outcomes.

MCMpermits sensitivity analysis and prob-

abilisticmodelling (where appropriate), but

alsoadmits the unconstrained considera-

tionof di¡erent possible outcomes.

Heuristic

`mapping'of

performance

Appraisal techniques shouldbe treatedas

knowledge-gathering `heuristics' rather

thanasprescriptive `analytical ¢xes' which

determine inthemselvesasingle , apparently

de¢nitive,`rational decision'.

Sensitivity analysis of di¡erent `framing

assumptions' in MCMallows systematic

examinationof the links between di¡erent

perspectives and theassociated `reason-

able decisions'.

Analytical disci-

plineand rigour

The techniques shouldbe theoretically well-

foundedand systematic in their execution

and shouldbe repeatable and veri¢able in

practice.

MCM is founded in the well-established

disciplines of rational choiceandutility

theory, with an extensive literature develop-

ingprinciples ofgoodpractice.

Transparency to

review

The techniques shouldallow foran `audit

trail'explicitly linking the results with the

variousinputs,assumptionsandparameters

adopted in analysis

Participants and thirdparties can review the

treatment in MCMofcrucial determinants

suchas `options', `criteria',`scores'and

`weightings', verify results and explore

sensitivities.

Openness to parti-

cipation

Thetechniquesshouldbeconsistentwiththe

existingaspirationsandtrendstowardsmore

open,participatory,deliberativeapproaches

to regulatoryappraisal.

MCMrequires as inputs both technical infor-

mationand intrinsically subjective framing

assumptions. It therefore necessarily

involvesboth expertise and citizen delibera-

tion.

Feasibilityand e¤-

ciencyas part of a

regulatory process

The techniques should not be too demand-

ing, expensive to implement, unduly

protracted, ambiguous in their implications

or lacking in robustness.

Multi-criteriaapproachesarewidelyapplied

in ¢elds suchas energy policy, landscape

planning, sitingandpriority-setting inhealth

care.Themodest scale of the present exer-

cise is alsoan indication.

37 NIREX,1995; Stirling,1996.This said, it must be acknowledged that

thiswasasmuchafeatureofthepresentationasoftheconductofthis

particularanalysis and that it was a strength of themulti-criteria

methodology employed in this case that the critique could be so

readily articulated.

38 Clark et al,1998.

39 This termwas introduced in the context of a hypothetical

demonstration exercise in Stirling,1997.

40 Watson,1981, Stewart,1996, Stewart,1992,Vlek and Cvetkovitch,

1989b, Bezembinder,1989; Smith,1992;Vansnick,1986; Gonzalez

and Tversky,1990; Bana e Costa and Vincke,1990; Collingridge,

1982; Arrow and Raynaud,1986; Salo,1995
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contrast with chemical or nuclear risks), little accu-

mulatedpractical experience to drawupon.This has

led to the evolution of a set of controls which are

intended to be precautionary in nature where it is

accepted that action to avoid harmmay be taken in

the absence of scienti¢c proof with the conduct of

risk assessment being requiredbefore experimental

or commercial use of a particular genetically modi-

¢ed organism is allowed.

Despite this proactive, cautious approach to risk

regulation for instance enshrined in the European

Commission's Deliberate ReleaseDirective (90/220/

EC) the regulatory appraisal process has failed to

gain con¢dence, either of non-governmental orga-

nisations (NGOs), private industry
41
or the general

public.
42,43

This lack of con¢dence arises because,

among other things: the scope of the regulatory

appraisal is disputed; there is a general lack of trust

in o¤cial reassurances of safety (particularly in the

wake of BSE); and perceived bene¢ts are not expli-

citly included in the evaluation process. Industry

and regulators have expressed frustration in the

belief that the precautionary approach is being

used to demand an unrealistic absolute proof of

safety.

It has also been almost impossible to gain agree-

ment between European Member States over

whether particular commercial releases of GM

crops are environmentally `safe', despite a suppo-

sedly common approach to their risk assess-

ment.
44,45

Disputes routinely emerge over the

appropriate scope of risk assessment. Even where

there is agreement over the possibility that e¡ects

will occur, notions of what constituteadverse e¡ects

remain strongly contested.

These sorts of problems with the risk assessment of

GMcrops, are typical of thosewhichbeset theuse of

conventional risk assessment and cost bene¢t

analysis in other areas. Accordingly, it may be that

MCM can o¡er a way of addressing some of the

associated issues.The present MCM pilot study of a

GM crop was chosen not only as a highly topical

case study, but as a way of exploring in a practical

setting the type of information which an MCMmight

provide and whether this might provide the kind of

knowledge which would assist in the taking of more

robust, socially informed decisions than are

permitted by current risk assessment procedures.

Because the European Commission has made

proposals to revise the Deliberate Release Directive

and the UKGovernment is reviewing the arrange-

ments for making decisions about biotechnology, it

is hoped that the ¢ndings of this pilot study might

also help to inform these deliberations.

2.4 The Background to the Present Project

The present project evolved out of a series of

roundtable meetings between industry and NGOs

organised by Unilever and the Green Alliance. In

particular, it takes forward one of the recommen-

dations of an earlier report which was part of the

same process and conducted by the Centre for the

Study of Environmental Change at Lancaster

University, `UncertainWorld.Genetically Modi¢ed

Organisms, Food and Public Attitudes in Britain'.

This report urged that there should be a

`̀programme of institutional experiments, aimed at

greater involvement of the public, in order (a) to

develop more socially resilient sharedunderstand-

ings of the conditions of acceptability (or other-

wise) of GMO foods, and (b) to improve the `social

intelligence'of industry and Government vis a vis

relevantpublicunderstandings''. It alsobuilds onthe

Unilever, Sainsbury's and Consumers'Association

`Confronting Risk. Finding new approaches to risk'

seminar in October1997 which identi¢eda `̀need to

establish awider knowledge base to decisions and

to institutionalise re£ection and feedback so that

decisions canbe continually reviewed in the light of

changing circumstances.

The project was co-ordinated by GeneWatch and

funded by Unilever.The research was undertaken

between June1998 and May1999 by Sue Mayer of

GeneWatch and Andy Stirling of SPRU, the centre

for science and technology policy research at the

University of Sussex.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Outline of the Approach

The £ow chart in Figure1brie£y summarises how

the present pilot MCM study was implemented.The

various steps are described in more detail in the

following sections. Although the multi-criteria tech-

niques have been widely used in the appraisal of

technologies in other ¢elds (especially outside the

UK and particularly in the energy sector) this is the

¢rst application of this type known to the authors in

the ¢eld of agricultural biotechnology. In applying

such a relatively novel approach in a newly emer-

ging arena, it was decided to restrict the study to a

pilot scale in order to allow careful consideration of

whether and under what circumstances the techni-

quemight beuseful.Thenumberof participants was

therefore restricted to just twelve people, all of whom

are intimately familiar with the issues involved.

3.2 Choosing the Subject

Genetically modi¢ed herbicide tolerant oilseed rape

was chosen as the subject for this pilot MCMboth in

order to provide a concrete focus and because this

is a `real' topical development currently under inten-

sive scrutiny. AlthoughGMherbicide tolerantoilseed

rape is the speci¢c subject of the inquiry, it was

placed in the setting of alternative options for the

production of oilseed rape. So, as will become clear

from the account of the conduct of the MCM, the

intention was not to make a speci¢c pronounce-

ment on the safety, general desirability or otherwise

of GMherbicide tolerant oilseed rape, but rather to

evaluate its relative performance under di¡erent

perspectives. By comparing the kind of information

generated by such an approach with that from a

conventional risk evaluation it becomes possible to

investigate whether MCM can be useful in these

practical situations. As a result, the outcome of this

MCM cannot be simply or uncritically extrapolated

to any other (still less, all) GM crops.

3.3 Selecting the Participants

The twelve individuals who agreed to participate in

this study were approached on the basis of their

established positions as representatives of leading

protagonists in the current UK debate over the

Figure 1

Flow chart of MCM technique and how
applied in this pilot study.

DECIDE SUBJECT AREA

. genetically modi¢ed, herbicide tolerant, oilseed

rape
!

DEFINE BASIC POLICY OPTIONS

. No GM crop, organic agricultural system

. No GM crop, integrated pest management

system
. No GM crop, conventional agricultural system

. GM crops with segregation and labelling

. GM crops with post-release monitoring

. GM crops with voluntary controls on areas of

cultivation
. Up to six to be chosenby theparticipant (these

could include combinations of theabove)
!

SELECT PARTICIPANTS according to:

. sector of debate

. relevance of expertise

. spread of opinion

!

INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS (2-3 hour session)

. select additional options

. de¢ne criteria by which to evaluate

. score options under each criterion, specifying

uncertainty when relevant
. decide relative weighting of criteria

!

ANALYSIS (Qualitative and Quantitative)

. group criteria

. identify areas of agreement/disagreement

. examine uncertainty patterns

. conduct sensitivity analysis

. investigate diversity

!

FEEDBACK ON PRELIMINARY RESULTS

. participants reassess or con¢rm initial input

. results and analysis adjusted where necessary

!

DELIBERATION

. discussions between participants on the basis

of adjusted results
!

FINAL ANALYSIS AND REPORT

41 Mayeret al,1996

42 EPCAG,1997

43 Grove-White et al1997.

44 Von Schomberg,1998.

45 Wynne andMayer,1999.
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development and regulation of GM technologies in

the ¢eld of food production. As such, each partici-

pant holds (albeit from di¡erent perspectives) a

strong general knowledge of the issues raised in

contemplating GM strategies and their alternatives,

as well as specialist expertise on certain aspects of

these issues. Both as individuals and in their insti-

tutional context, the selected group of participants

may be considered to be signi¢cant `actors' in the

policy arena and it would not be surprising to ¢nd

any of themonagovernment advisory committee in

some professional capacity.

As can be seen fromTable 2, the organisations and

constituencies with which the various participants

are associated all maintain active interests in the

subject of GM crops and all stand to be a¡ected in

di¡erent ways by their introduction.The group as a

whole spanned a diverse range of institutional

interests and perspectives (ranging from strongly

favourable to strongly opposed to GM strategies).

Indeed, it is rather unusual in the UK to ¢nd such a

disparate arrayof contending interests co-operating

in an individual appraisal exercise of this sort.

Indeed, this ability to secure wider trust and invol-

vement may, in itself, count as a particular feature of

an MCMapproach. However, despite the range of

expertise and spread of opinions, the resulting

perspectives should not be thought of as being

representative in any formal sense of those extant in

the wider society. It would take further research

beyond the scope of the present pilot study to

determine how representative (or otherwise) of

wider public attitudes were the perspectives

adopted by these particular participants.

Table 2

The participants

AREA CODE

Academic scientists C, J

Government safetyadvisors E,F

Religious andpublic interestgroups A,D,G, I

Agriculture and food industry B,L,H, K

Each participant was supplied with written informa-

tion about the project and their agreement to be

involved in the project obtained. Due to the high

pro¢le and controversial nature of the issue, the

novelty of the present pilot exercise and the sensi-

tivities of the di¡erent protagonists it provedpossible

to secure full involvement only by ensuring both

individual and institutional anonymity. In order to

respect this condition, each participant has been

assigned a letter (seeTable 2) and their particular

institutional a¤liations are not identi¢ed.These

code letters are used in the analysis and in the

presentation of results.

3.4 De®ning the `Basic Options'

One crucialmethodological di¡erence between this

MCMandaconventional risk assessment is the way

in which the central question under scrutiny was

constructed. Rather than asking whether an indivi-

dual course of action is `safe', `unsafe' or even `safe

enough' (as is common in regulatory risk assess-

ment), this MCM takes as a starting point a series of

di¡erent possible choices and seeks to determine

the relative performance of these `options' in relation

to each other under a range of di¡erent criteria.

In this pilot study, the principal focus concerned the

relative merits of GMherbicide tolerant oilseed rape

compared with di¡erent technical and policy

options for the cultivation of oilseed rape and the

performance of all these options relative to one

another. In order to ensure some degree of

comparability between the perspectives taken by

the di¡erent participants, six `basic' policy options

were identi¢ed and de¢ned in advance by the

researchers. All participants were asked to consider

and appraise these six options. In order to ensure

that the analysis was not unduly constrained or

biased by this externally imposed framework, parti-

cipants were able to add up to six further options

which they were entirely free to de¢ne as they

thought most appropriate (seeTable 3).

The geographical context for the six basic options is

that of the UK. Some of the chosen options are - to

varying extents ^ somewhat hypothetical. For

example, no organic oilseed rape is presently under

production in the UK because the current proces-

sing system uses a chemical (hexane) which is not

permitted in organic food production. Likewise, all

the options under discussion are to some degree or

another - somewhat stylised.Categories such as

`organic', `integrated pest management' (IPM) and

`conventional' apply across a variety of practices

and contexts.However, such is necessarily the case

in any practical comparative appraisal. Between

them, the basic options under consideration in this

exercise encompass a wide range of possible stra-

tegies and so provide a potentially useful frame of

reference in current debate over the introduction of

GM foods.
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The basic GMoptions were chosen to re£ect the

three main approaches to regulatory control which

are currently in place or being contemplated.

Labelling on the basis of the presence of foreign

DNA or protein is the approach taken in the EC's

Novel Foods Regulation (258/97). A mechanism for

post-releasemonitoring is one of the revisions to the

Deliberate Release Directive being proposed by the

European Commission.
46

Voluntary controls on

areas of cultivation are being contemplated in the

development of industry guidelines on the growing

of herbicide tolerant crops.
47

The three basic non-GMoptions re£ect the active

debate over contending agricultural strategies and

environmental protection especially in relation to

herbicide tolerant crops, how they will a¡ect the

pattern of chemical usage and what e¡ect this may

have.

As a result of the choice of these six `basic options',

the approach adopted in this exercise allowed

consideration of a wide variety of agricultural stra-

tegies (both including and excluding use of GM

technology) together with a range of di¡erent regu-

latory mechanisms for the control of genetically

modi¢ed crops.The issues raised in the comparison

of the performance of these `basic options' trans-

cend the bounds of narrow `safety' concerns alone.

As a result, the kind of information that may be

expected to emerge from a question framed in this

way is very di¡erent from that generated by the

orthodox risk assessment of individual options on a

case by case basis.

For example, by directing attention at the alterna-

tives, light may be cast on the consequences

(whether positive or negative) of not pursuing the

GMoptions. Likewise, the scrutiny of a range of

alternative possible regulatory strategies might

reveal the type of conditions under which GMcrops

would be acceptable under di¡erent perspectives.

The inclusion among these `basic options' of possi-

ble strategies which speci¢cally rule out the use of

GM crops was an important dimension to this

project, since it ensured that the appraisal was not

framed from the outset in such away as to prejudge

the nature and implications of the results.

Furthermore, by allowing participants to specify

additional options, the possibility was raised that

alternativesmight emerge whichwouldmerit further

consideration by others. It is likely that this broad

and systematic approach to the framing of the

exercise whichallowed the securingof participation

from such an unusually diverse group of organisa-

tional interests.

For the purposes of clarity in evaluation, it was

assumed that each individual `basic option' was

pursued to the exclusion of all others in the UK. In

this way, the assessment of individual options was

not complicated by questions over potential inter-

actions with other options.The question of the

pursuit of diverse mixtures of options in the UKwas

introduced as an additional factor in appraisal in a

later stage of the project.

3.5 The Interview Process

The twelve participants were interviewed on an

individual basisbetween Juneand September1998.

Interviews lasted between 2 and 3 hours and were

tape recorded in order to provide a detailed record

Table 3

The de®nition of the `basic options' appraised by all participants

OPTION DEFINITION

Organic Agriculture All farmingand foodproduction conductedunder present dayorganic standards

Integrated Pest Management All farmingand foodproduction conductedusingsystems designed to limit but not

exclude chemical inputs andwith greateremphasis onbiological control systems

than conventional systems.

Conventional Agriculture All farmingand foodproduction conductedunder present day intensive systems.

GMoilseed rape with segrega-

tionandpresent systems of

labelling

Labellingbasedon thepresence of foreign DNAor protein in the ¢nal product.

GMoilseed rape with post-

releasemonitoring

Monitoringfore¡ects (mainlyenvironmental) conductedonanon-goingbasisafter

commercialisation.

GMoilseed rapewith voluntary

controls onareas of cultivation

Areas ofgrowingof GMoilseed rape restricted ona voluntary basis to avoid

unwanted e¡ects suchas gene-£owand cross fertilisationof non-GMcrops.

Up to sixadditional options to

be speci¢edby participant

Anyoptionof participant's choice including combinations of theabove if desired
46 Proposal foraEuropeanParliamentandCouncilDirectiveamending

Directive 90/220/EEConthe deliberate release into the environment

ofgeneticallymodi¢edorganisms(COM(98)0085 C4-0129/98 -98/

0072 (COD)).

47 SCIMAC1998.
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of important verbal descriptions and quali¢cations

for later consultation. One researcher (SM)

attended all the interviews to ensure continuity and

comparability of interpretation.The other researcher

(AS) attended ¢ve.During the interview, a four stage

iterative process was undertaken, comprising: (i)

the identi¢cation of additional options; (ii) the

specifying of appraisal criteria under which the

options should be assessed; (iii) the scoring of the

performance of each option under each criterion

and (iv) the weightingof each criterion in terms of its

relative importance. Figure 2 provides a schematic

representation of this process.The essential iterative

and re£exive properties of the process meant that

participants were able to return and include further

options or criteria during the interview if, as things

developed, they thought of others they would like to

add.

Options

The ¢rst step in the interview process was to discuss

the speci¢c de¢nitions for the six basic options

under appraisal. Participants sought to clarify

aspects of these de¢nitions which might have a

bearing on their own appraisals. Depending on

judgements over the completeness or resolution

provided by this set of basic options, participants

thende¢nedup to sixadditional options of theirown

choosing.

Criteria

Participants were then asked to de¢ne a maximum

of twelve criteria which they would use to evaluate

GMherbicide tolerant oilseed rape and the produc-

tion of oilseed rape in general.There was no restric-

tionplaced on the scope or formof criterionwhicha

participant could specify. However, although di¡er-

ent criteria might be related in various ways, each

must be considered `independent' in the sense that

the associated assessments of performance do not

depend on judgements of performance underother

criteria. Participants were asked to describe in as

much detail as possible what each individual criter-

ionmeant to them, specifyingprecisely, for instance,

what they meant by any broad, general terms such

as `sustainability', `precaution' or `e¤ciency'.

Because there might always be more than twelve

criteria under which oilseed rape might be evalu-

ated, participants were asked to concentrate on

those they thought weremost important in the

evaluation.
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Again, if new issues emerged as the appraisal

procedure progressed, participants were free at any

stage to resolve new criteria and assess their

options under these as well.

Scoring

Having speci¢ed their appraisal criteria, the partici-

pants were asked to score each policy option under

each criterion.This is the part of the MCM exercise

which deals with the `technical' side of appraisal.

Participants were thus asked to justify the scores

which they assigned under their various criteria by

reference to what might be called `scienti¢c' or

`technical' considerations, drawing on their own

knowledge and expertise as established profes-

sionals in the broad ¢eld of food policy and as

representatives of important institutional protago-

nists in the wider social debate over the use of GM

crops in food production.

In principle, participants could express scores in

terms of the established measuring units appropri-

ate to each individual criterion (such as tonnes of

herbicide used, numbers of species a¡ected or

monetary values).Where suchmetrics are not felt to

be available orappropriate under particular criteria,

however, relatively high, medium, or low perfor-

mance can be expressed in MCM simply by adopt-

ing an arbitrary cardinal scoring scale (such as1 to

10,or1to100). In such cases, explicit `anchor points'

are established for the assigning of scores, for

instance by reference to the current status quo as a

mid-range score or zero riskasamaximumscore. In

all cases a high numerical score corresponds with

high performance and vice versa.

In practice, scoring was performed by proceeding

down the list of options under each individual criter-

ion.The performance score assigned to each

option was arrived at by what was often an intense

and demanding process of systematic and iterative

deliberation, making reference to the performance

of all other options under that criterion. Here, refer-

ence would typically be made in discussion to a

wide variety of conditioning assumptions and

countervailing factors.The scoring exercise also

provided ameans to check that the di¡erent criteria

as de¢ned by each participant were mutually inde-

pendent for practical purposes.

Participants were asked to assign both high (opti-

mistic) and low (pessimistic) scores for each option

under each criterion.This procedure allowed parti-

cipants to express their judgements over the impor-

tance of technical uncertainties and case-by-case

or context-dependent variability, where appropriate.

Where neither uncertainty nor variability were felt to

be a factor, the pessimistic and optimistic scores

could be identical. Participants were also asked to

describe the `framing assumptions' which they were

applying in each case such as their con¢dence in

good practice or regulatory regimes or the

assumptions they were making concerning

dynamic changes over time.

A lap-top computer running a simple procedure

writtenbyoneof theauthors (AS) forMicrosoft Excel

97TM proprietary spreadsheet software was used in

order to perform a straightforward l̀inear additive

weighting' multi-criteria procedure. Essentially, this

involves simply taking the performance scores

assigned by the participants and multiplying them

by importance weightings which are assigned

separately in the next stage of the exercise to

express the relative priority attached to the di¡erent

criteria.The result is a `ranking', re£ecting the overall

performance of each option under all the criteria

taken together, taking account of the relative

importance of these criteria under the perspective

in question.

The spreadsheet automatically `normalises' the

scoring scales to preserve the ratios while avoiding

inadvertent bias due to the arbitrarily higher

numerical values which might be employed under

some scoring scales compared with others. For

instance, without this kind of correction, a score

expressed in tonnes per year would otherwise

apparently di¡er by a factor of one thousand from

the same score expressed in kilograms per year.

Likewise, scoring rated on a scale of 1 to100 was

rendered comparable with scoring rated on a scale

of1 to10.The results of the scoring process were

displayed by the computer in real time for each

participant during the session as a bar chart.The

bar charts showed the rankings of options under

both `pessimistic' and `optimistic' performance

scores.

Weighting

The ¢nal step in the interview process was the

assigning by each participant of numerical weight-

ings to re£ect the relative importance of each of their

appraisal criteria. By contrast with the `technical'

and `scienti¢c'considerations addressed in scoring,

this is the stage in the exercise when explicitly

subjective value judgements are made.The weight-

ings re£ect how much participants care about the

di¡erences in option performance under each

criterion.

It was explained to participants that the weightings

which they assigned to their criteria should not be

thought of in an isolated abstract sense. For each

participant, the assigning of weightings was inex-

tricably linked to the particular scores which they

had allocated to the various options under each

criterion. For instance, the relative importance of
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`cancer risk' cannot be compared with that of `rural

employment' unless it is clear `how much risk' and

`how much employment' are involved. For this

reason, the computer model automatically identi-

¢ed and represented the scores determined for the

best andworst optionunder each criterion, allowing

the participants more readily to consider the practi-

cal implications of their weighting judgements.

Where the di¡erencebetweenbest andworstoption

under one criterion is judged to be twice as impor-

tantas the di¡erencebetweenbestandworstoption

under a second criterion, then the weighting

assigned to the ¢rst criterion will be twice that

assigned to the second.The ¢nal weighting scheme

is a set of numbers whose ratios re£ect the relative

importance of scoring di¡erences under the

various criteria.

By contrast with many multi-criteria exercises,

participants in the present study were left relatively

free to undertake the weighting process in whatever

way they felt most comfortable, with the interviewer

providing guidance and suggestions where

requested. Starting from a default position where

equal weighting was assigned to each criterion,

participants usually began by ordering the criteria

simply in sequence of their relative importance.The

intensity of the di¡erences in importance were then

addressed by altering the ratios of the weightings

one by one.This continued in an iterative fashion

until a ¢nal set of numbers was arrived at which the

participant felt comfortable with.

The arbitrary weighting numbers entered by parti-

cipants were recalculated and represented by the

programme on the lap-top computer in simple

percentage terms.This corresponded with an intui-

tive model of importance weighting in terms of the

sharing of100 `importance points' across the

various criteria.The computer also displayed as a

bar chart the consequences for the overall ranking

of options of each change made to the weighting

scheme. All participants had access to the compu-

ter at the end of the process and were able to

manipulate the weightings themselves in order to

explore sensitivities.The weighting procedure was

not concluded until each individual participant

expressed satisfaction that they had arrived at a

meaningful expression of their position. Although

not all made use of the computer in this way, all

agreed that they were happy with the outcome.

Since they all had access to computers and the

interface with the computer model was rather

straightforward and intuitive to those who had

undertaken the exercise, all participants were

o¡ered the option of retaining their own results on

disk as a customised ExcelTM spreadsheet in order

to allow them to explore the consequences of

di¡erent weightings at their leisure. Four partici-

pants took up this o¡er but in no case did this result

in any changes to the weighting scheme arrived at

during the interview itself.

3.6 Preliminary Analysis

Following the round of interviews, a preliminary

analysis of the results was conducted.This included:

(i) the groupingofcriteria, (ii) a systematic sensitivity

analysis in order to examine the e¡ect of increasing

and decreasing each participant's criteria weight-

ing values and (iii) an exploration of the e¡ect of

introducing a degree of diversity into the mix of

options, based on the rankings arrived at by each

participant.

Grouping Criteria

The total set of appraisal criteria re£ect awide range

of considerations viewed from a disparate array of

perspectives.The interviews revealed that even

where individual criteria adopted by di¡erent parti-

cipants are apparently similar the way these criteria

are framed in theprocess ofdeterminingscoresmay

di¡er quite radically between participants.

However, there remained some scope for the

grouping of criteria into a number of broad general

categories for the purposes of exploring overall

patterns.With this aim, the117 individual criteria

developed by participants (see Section 4.3) were

ordered by the researchers into six groupings:

`Environment', Àgriculture', `Health', `Social',

`Economic' and `Other' issues.These categories

were not established in advance of the interview

process, but were developed relatively `inductively'

during the preliminary analysis on the basis of the

criteria actually selected by participants.They are

listed in more detail inTable 5 in Section 4.3.

These six groupings of criteria are rather 'conserva-

tive' in nature, tending to re£ect the categories of

issue which are most commonly recognised in the

wider policy discourse. Other approaches, for

instance, might have been to categorise criteria

according to their `scienti¢c', `technical', `ethical', or

`political' (to do with agency or control) content.

However, this would have been much more di¤cult

to do, given the way in which the participants actu-

ally described their own criteria. Nevertheless, it

remains the case that many such cross-cutting

issues are intertwined in the six groupings displayed

inTable 5.

Within these six broad groupings, a series of more

speci¢c sub-groupings ofcriteriawerealso resolved

(Table 5) as an illustration of the kind of issue raised

in the appraisal. Due to the many instances of over-
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laps and inconsistencies of framing between parti-

cipants, these sub-groupings of criteria were not

used in the formal analysis of results.

The group into which a criterion was assigned was

determined by the de¢nition articulated by the

participant during the interview. In some cases,

there was a degree of overlap across the six broad

groupings. For example, one criterion was formu-

lated as `toxicity to wildlife and humans'. In such

cases - which constituted only a minority of the

criteria (7 out of117) - that aspect which was

emphasised during the interview was taken as the

basis for categorising the criterion.

Following the interview stage and preliminary

analysis, participants were asked whether they

agreed with the way in which their criteria had been

grouped. Except for minor amendments (which

were adopted), no disagreements were expressed.

Sensitivity Analysis

Participantshadalreadyhad theopportunity during

interviews to experiment with changes to the

weighting values which they assigned to their

di¡erent criteria. However, the expression of the

relative importance of di¡erent issues in simple

numerical terms is a rather idiosyncratic (and to

some an unfamiliar or even counterintuitive)

process. Furthermore, the participant's initial

weighting schemeswere elicitedat the endofa long

and quite laborious interview process. Although all

participants expressed satisfaction with their ¢nal

weighting schemes during the interviews, the

possibility could not be discounted that the assign-

ment of weightings may in some cases have been

unduly truncated by fatigue or pressure of time.

For these reasons, thepreliminaryanalysis of results

also concentrated on the systematic examination of

`sensitivities'.This involved an exploration of what

the ¢nal rankings would have looked like for each

participant if their weightings on each of the six

groupings of criteria (ie: `Environment', Àgriculture',

`Health', `Social', `Economic' and `Other') had been

di¡erent by a factor of three either up or down. In

other words, the weighting sensitivities were exam-

ined for each of the six groupings rather than for the

individual criteria themselves (this would have been

prohibitively complex both to perform and for the

participants to interpret). Bar charts were generated

whichdisplayed the overall rankings (averagedover

`pessimistic' and `optimistic' scores) obtained by the

multi-criteria process for the di¡erent options under

the original weightings and a threefold reduction

and a threefold increase on this base.The overall

di¡erence between the lowest weighting and the

highest weighting for each criterion explored for

each participant was therefore a factor of nine

representing a fairly considerable di¡erence of

possible views concerning the relative importance

of the six broad groupings of criteria.

The sensitivity analysis was represented for each

individual participant as a series of six bar charts

(one for each criteria grouping) showing how the

rankings obtained for each of their options might

vary with changing judgements concerning the

relative priority assigned to their criteria. No

changes of weighting were suggested by any parti-

cipant as a result of this further iteration in the

process.

Diversity Analysis

The six basic options had been de¢ned to preclude

the parallel pursuit of other options in the UK. Given

the complexity of the real world, it is obviously a

rather arti¢cial assumption that any individual

option for the production of oilseed rape would be

pursued in isolation. It is farmore likely thatamodest

variety of di¡erent options would be pursued in

di¡erent contexts. Such has long been the case, for

instance, with regard to organic, integrated pest

management and conventional intensive agricul-

ture.

However, the property of diversity may be more

important in appraisal than simply as a way of

re£ecting some of the practicalities of the real world.

For instance, it is a matter both of common sense

and a subject of recent theoretical inquiry that,

when we face uncertainties which are as intractable

as those widely acknowledged to attend the

appraisal of GM crops and other long term agricul-

tural strategies, onepossible strategic response is to

avoid `̀ putting all the eggs in one basket''. The

deliberate pursuit of a small number of di¡erent

options in parallel o¡ers one potential way of

attempting to reconcile the di¡erent values and

interests relating to controversial issues such as

food production in a plural democratic society such

as that of the UK. In this sense, then, the deliberate

pursuit of a diverse mix chosen from among the

better-performing options identi¢ed under the

perspective of each participant in appraisal might

be seen as representing one element in a 'precau-

tionary strategy'.

Based on work conducted in relation to the energy

sector and in the ¢eld of evolutionary economics, a

straightforward numerical index of diversity was

employed in the preliminary analysis in order to

allow for diversity to be considered as an additional

`criterion' in the multi-criteria appraisal.The index of

diversity used (the Shannon-Wiener function) is a

simple and relatively robust concept which is widely

employed in disciplines such ecology and has

recently been adopted by the UK government as a
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general measure of diversity in the energy sector.

The index was used to explore what would happen

if progressively greater weighting were placed on

diversity under the perspective of each participant.

In other words, what sort of mix of options would

result if each participant expressed an interest in

jointly pursuing options other than that which

ranked most highly under their own appraisal? The

methodology and background are discussed in

more detail in Annex 4.

A set of four pie charts were generated for each

participant which showed what sort of mix of

options would result if `zero', l̀ow', `medium' or `high'

weightings were placed on diversity among their

chosen options and traded o¡ against their other

criteria. After brie£y explaining the concept of diver-

sity and the reasons why it might be interesting,

participants were asked on a standardised feed-

back form:

Please consider the pie charts below,which showwhat a

hypotheticalmixofagricultural options for theproduction

of oilseed rape in the UKmight look like, IF the di¡erent

optionswere reliedupon toadegree related to their

performanceunder yourownappraisal. Each 'portfolio'

represents adi¡erent judgement about the trade-o¡

between, on the onehand, thebene¢ts of diversity (as an

acknowledgement of political pluralism, serious

uncertainty or contextual variability) and, on the other, a

wish topursue only what is found (under yourown

appraisal) tobe thebest-performingoption.

Please thinkabout this issue of diversity and indicate on

the attached sheet which, if any, of thehypotheticalmixes

shownbelowrepresents, inprinciple, themoreacceptable

scenario for you.Wewouldalsobe interested in any

general comments youmayhave on this questionof

diversity.

All seven participants who responded to the feed-

back form, responded also to this question.

3.7 Review by Participants

Each individual participant was sent a copy of their

own results together with an anonymised list of all

the options, criteria and weightings speci¢ed by

others and the resulting option rankings. Based on

the outcome of the provisional analysis described

above, each participant was asked: (i) whether they

were content with the way in which their criteria had

been grouped, (ii) whether in the light of the results

of the sensitivity analysis their weightings still

re£ected their opinions, and (iii) what opinion they

had on the general issue of diversi¢cation across

their various options ad which of a series of `zero',

l̀ow', `medium' and `high diversity' mixes (based on

their own ¢nal rankings) they most favoured. Each

participant was also asked to comment on the di¤-

culty and utility of the MCM process as a whole and

its individual parts.

Full responses to this review were received from

seven of the participants.The other ¢ve felt unable

to reply due to pressures from other work. A ¢nal

meeting was held to review the results obtained in

the study and discuss their implications, but similar

scheduling constraints and pressures of work

meant that only half the participants could attend.

Here, there was a generally strong positive reaction

to the project as a whole, and again no substantive

changes of output or interpretation arose from this

meeting

4. RESULTS

4.1 Engagement

For various reasons including lack of time, lack of

information and, perhaps, lack of empathy with the

approach (cf: see Section 5.1) two participants did

not feel entirely comfortable fully engaging in one

aspect or other of the multi-criteria procedure.

Participant G (from the religious and public interest

area) felt uncomfortable assigning quantitative

values either to the relative technical performance

of options (scores) or to the relative importance of

di¡erent issues (weightings).

Participant H (from theagriculture and food industry

area) felt in need of more technical information

before assigning performance scores, but did feel

con¢dent in ordering criteria in sequence of their

relative importance (ie: as ordinal weightings).

In addition, Participant L (from the agriculture and

food industry area) while comfortable assigning

both scores and weightings made a distinction

between criteria under which performance trade-

o¡smight take place and criteriawhichwould serve

rather as `hurdles' under which options would either

`pass' or `fail', with failure leading to their complete

exclusion.

This leaves a total of ten participants (more than

eighty per cent) who completed all aspects the

multi-criteria procedure. Despite this non-engage-

ment by two participants in part of the quantitative

procedure, the MCM process continued to yield

useful information concerning qualitative consid-

erations such as option de¢nition and criteria

choice for all twelve participants.

4.2 Options

The main focus of discussion in the initial stage of

the interviews concerned the de¢nition of exactly

what was meant and implied by the short labels

given to each of the di¡erent options.There was little

discussion over the justi¢cation of the choice or

speci¢cation of `basic options', although there was

some confusion about why non-GMoptions were

included in an assessment of a GM crop. Several

participants commented in the feedbackandduring

the interview that they found the concept of

comparing several options di¤cult to grasp, having

beenmuchmore familiar with theassessmentof GM

crops on a case-by-case basis.

This ¢ndingmay re£ect the rather di¡erent

approach embodied in current systems of risk

assessment which look at the GM crop in isolation

without comparing di¡erent policy options.

Stepping outside such a framing into a di¡erent

approach will inevitably be di¤cult and require time

and experience. However, it may equally have been

that the concept was not described adequately

either during or before the sessions and this aspect

would require more attention if the work was to be

extended.

Nine of the twelve participants added a total of

seventeen options to the list of core options (see

Table 4). Adding or combining controls and/or

making them compulsory were the most common

type of additional options (7 of17). Using GM crops

inside integrated pest management or organic

systems were the next most common type of addi-

tional option (5 of17). Other were quality, public

control, assessment of indirect e¡ects and need.

Most of the additional options were described by

participants as being candidates for their preferred

or ideal option, although occasionally options were

included simply because participants wanted to see

how they would perform.

In four cases (participants B,C, J and K) one orall of

the additional options performed as well as or

signi¢cantly better than the basic options (Figure 3).

These involved using a GM crop in an organic or

IPM system, changing the decisionmaking process

and the quality of the ¢nal product.With the others,

which concerned modi¢cations to the GMoptions

(participants A, Fand I), there tended to be no (or

only amarginal) improvement in the performance of

the option with little impact on the overall ranking

pattern. Participants G and H did not complete all

stages of the MCM (see above) so their options

could not be ranked.

The results suggest that, although controls on the

use of GM crops are considered to be important,
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how GM crops ¢t into the overall agricultural and

food production system is more so.Therefore, one

area of future research into the acceptability of GM

cropsmay be to determine how, whether and under

what circumstances GM crops could be part of

organic or integrated pest management systems.

However, because present organic systems expli-

citly rule out the use of GM crops, this is probably

unrealistic.

4.3 Criteria

The twelve participants identi¢ed a total of 117 indi-

vidual appraisal criteria, addressing awide range of

issues which they thought relevant to the assess-

ment of the means of production of oilseed rape in

general and GMherbicide tolerant oilseed rape in

particular. Many of these criteria were on the face of

it e¡ectively identical to each other, others displayed

di¡erences of framing or emphasis of varying

degrees of subtlety.Table 5 gives a summary of the

criteria and how they were grouped by the

researchers (and later approved by participants).

The issues raised in the process of grouping criteria

are discussed in Section 3.6 above. All the criteria

are listed in Annex1.

The de¢nitions of many of the environment, agri-

culture and economic criteria included elements

which could not be reduced to strictly technical or

scienti¢c parameters. For example, environment

included aesthetic, ethical and visual criteria.
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Agriculture included farmers' rights, food stability

and quality of life for agricultural workers.

Economics included global economic considera-

tions and sustainability. Evenhealth, which seems to

include the largest proportion of direct production-

related criteria, also included nutritional impact and

traceability. Neither were all the criteria tightly linked

to the issue of genetic modi¢cation. Many were

associated with the social and political rami¢ca-

tions of the adoption of the technology under

certain conditions.These ¢ndings suggest that a

broad rangeofnon-technical considerations are felt

to be relevant to assessments of a technological

development even under headings which are

conventionally considered to lie within the domain

of technical expertise.

Agriculture was the most mixed group of criteria,

including very speci¢c agricultural practice issues,

such as `impact of the herbicide onmanaging toler-

ant `volunteers' and some criteria which would have

been categorised as `social', had they not been

speci¢c to farmers (such as `quality of farmers and

agricultural workers lives').This probably explains in

part the di¡erent behaviourof this groupofcriteria in

the later analysis. It also probably re£ects the parti-

cular positioning of agriculture in the assessment.

Whilst it has its own speci¢c technical issues that

demand consideration, other social issues are

inextricably intertwined.The separation of agricul-

ture issues frommore general social issues may

re£ect participants' identi¢cation of the special

e¡ects which GMcropsmayhave onall dimensions

of agriculture and food production.

The social criteria were dominated by those to do

with choice, control and agency. Seventeen of the

twenty two criteria in this category could be thought

of in this way. Interestingly these issues were raised

only by those eight participants whowerenot partof

either the production or formal evaluation process

of the GMcrop.Thismay re£ect a sense of exclusion

or perceived inability to in£uence the way in which

choices are made. Either way, this ¢nding merits

further investigation.

The selection of criteria was evidently in£uenced by

the professional interests and perspectives of the

Table 4

Basic options and those added by participants

CLASS OPTION Participant
and Option

Basic

Options

NoGMcrop, organicagricultural system All - 1

NoGMcrop, integratedpest management system All - 2

NoGMcrop, conventional agricultural system All - 3

GMcrops, with segregationand current systemof labelling All - 4

GMcrops with post-releasemonitoring All - 5

GMcrops with voluntary controls onareas of cultivation All - 6

Labelling

and/orother

controls

GMcrops with segregation, current labellingandpost-releasemonitoring F - 7

GMcrops with segregation, full labellingandpost-releasemonitoringand legally

bindinggrowing contracts

A - 7

GMcrops within controlled sectors (compulsory control) A - 9

GMcrops with legally binding threshold forgene transfer to non-GM stream A -11

GMcrops with segregationand labellingaccording tomeans of productionand

source ofgene, pluspost-releasemonitoring

G - 8

GMcrops with segregation, comprehensive labellingbased onprocess and

generic restrictions on some classes e.g. in centre oforigin

I - 7

GMcrops with segregation, full labellingandpost releasemonitoring H - 8

Agricultural

system

GMcrops, IPM system J - 8

GMcrops, organic agricultural system, plus segregation, labellingand other

regulations as required

J - 7

GMcrops, IPM system G - 7

NoGMcrops conventional andorganic as now K - 7

GMcrops in conventional andorganic systems K - 8

Assessment

criteria

GMcropswithassessmentof indirectagricultural impactandassessmentofneed I - 8

GMcrops with quality B - 7

Other Complete public control over choice C - 7

GMcrops only in USA A -10

NoGMcommodity crops A - 8

Table 5

Criteria Groupings

Environment: 12/12 participants hadat least one criterionaddressing issues of:

sub-groupings: biodiversity

chemical use

genetic pollution

secondary or broadere¡ects

unexpected e¡ects

ethical, aesthetic and visual

Agriculture: 10/12 participants hadat least one criterionaddressing issues of:

sub-groupings: weed control

food supply stability

agricultural practice

Health: 11/12 participants hadat leastone criterionaddressing issues of:

sub-groupings: allergenicity

toxicity

nutrition

unexpected e¡ects

manageability

Economic: 10/12 participants hadat least one criterionaddressing issues of:

sub-groupings: consumer pricebene¢t

farmers'or commercial users' bene¢t

society bene¢t

Social: 8/12 participants hadat leastone criterionaddressing issues of

sub-groupings: individual choice, need, bene¢t andparticipation

institutional demands

social need, bene¢tand trajectory

Others: 4/12 participants hadat leastone criterionaddressing issues of

sub-groupings: ethics

knowledge base
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participants. For example, eight of the thirteen

criteria selected by Participant A (from a public

interest group) were concerned with health, consu-

mer cost, choice, in£uence and information provi-

sion. In contrast, ¢ve of the six criteria selected by

Participant B (from the agriculture and food sector)

were concerned with farmers or commercial users'

bene¢t.The other two individuals from the food

supply chain (Participants L and H) had criteria

similar to each other, covering the breadth of the

di¡erent groupings and including broader concepts

such as sustainability and the requirement for

traceability or controllability, emphasising consumer

con¢dence as part of their rationale for such criteria

- issues whichwere relevant to their businesses.The

Government safety advisers on environment and

health (Participants E and F respectively) did not

include any social criteria.

However, although participants did frame the issue

by emphasising issues relevant to themselves, they

also acknowledged other areas which had to be

addressed. For example eight participants included

criteria sub-categorised under environment as

`biodiversity' and eight also included criteria sub-

categorised under health as `toxicity'. So in addition

to these generally agreed criteria, participants

included more speci¢c criteria according to their

own interests.

Criteria also ranged from being very speci¢c to very

broad:

CouldGMmake the cropan invasiveweed in theabsence

of herbicide'' (Participant E)

Social welfare including cost, jobs, quality of life &

occupational health'' (Participant I)

Participants recognised that many criteria were

aggregates of issues that needed `unpicking' and

were very complex, (suchas `the e¡ecton the global

economy' and `biodiversity'), but felt they should

legitimately be considered. Often criteria, although

independent for the practical purposes of scoring,

displayed close relationships, for example, `trans-

parency' and `con¢dence in institutions'.These

aggregated criteria, whilst seemingly impossibly

complex, give important indications about the

range of issues that individuals feel should be

considered and areas that might need further

investigation. Several participants also commented

that their criteria might change if the MCM was

repeated even in the short term as new issues

emerged and others faded.

Three general ¢ndings emerge from this analysis of

criteria de¢nition. First, many criteria lie outside the

scope of o¤cial risk assessments and for no parti-

cipant is their whole range of criteria explicitly

considered in the formal evaluation process of GM

crops in the UK. Second, the choice of criteria is

important in `framing' the assessment and this

re£ects the values and interests of the people

involved.Third, that both the direct e¡ects and com-

plex indirect consequences of a development are

considered relevant in all domains of assessment.

4.4 Scoring

The scoring of options under the various criteria

took up the longest period of the interviews. One

person felt unable to score onprinciple, considering

that all appraisal criteria are intrinsically unquanti¢-

able in any meaningful way. One other participant

was unable to score the criteria because they felt

that theydidnot have su¤cient knowledge to do so.

Several participants pointed out that although this

particular example (herbicide resistant oilseed

rape) might score well or badly, their scoring for

other GM crops might be very di¡erent.

In their feedback, four participants (E, K, I & J)

expressed some kind of initial confusion with the

process at this stage as did others during the inter-

views.This was generally associated with the inclu-

sion of a wide range of options in the evaluation of a

speci¢c GM crop. Scoring under a criterion which

was very speci¢c to the GMherbicide tolerant crop

for options which excluded GM was found by some

to be conceptually di¤cult.

Those ten participants who did feel able to derive

performance scores under their appraisal criteria

used a numerical range such as1-10 or1-100.The

scoreswere related toaparticular baseline often the

present day status quo so that scores could be

determined according to whether performance

under that criterion might be expected to get better

or worsen. Given the nature of the present pilot

exercise, no participant felt it appropriate directly to

employ in scoring established metrics such as

tonnes of pesticide, numbers of species a¡ected or

monetary values.

The importance of context

As participants justi¢ed their scoring during the

interview session, they frequently either asked for

de¢nitions of the options or spelt out their own. It

was clear that context was important and that the

scoring of individual options was often in£uenced

by how well the participant thought systems would

work in practice.

If youspeak toenough topqualityorganicpeopleyoucan

seethatasasystemthatcanbequitegood,if youdon'tyou

won't and likewise IPMcanbe terriblymisused

(Participant E)

KEY TOUNCERTAINTY
& Pessimistic scores

& Optimistic scores

Figure 3 The ®nal ranks for ALL options for each participant
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KEY TOOPTIONS

BASICOPTIONS

1 organic

2 IPM

3 conventional

4 GMwith segregation and

current labelling

5 GMwithmonitoring

6 GMwith voluntary controls

ADDITIONALOPTIONS
(seeTable 4)

C 7 complete public control

J 7 GM in regulated organic

system

8 GM in IPM system

F 7 GMwith segregation,

labellingandmonitoring

A 7 GMwithlabelling,monitoring

andbinding contracts

8 no GMcommodity crops

9 GM in controlled sectors

10 GMonly in USA

11 GMwith legal safeguards

I 7 GMwith segregation,

labelling, monitoringand

other restrictions

8 GMwith full assessment of

impacts and need

B 7 GMwith `quality'

K 7 conventional and organic

without GM

8 mix of GM, conventional and

organic

Theaverageoverall rankingsfor the

basic options obtainedunder the

perspective of each partici-pant

(identi¢edby their code letter).The

orangeandbrownbars display the

di¡erencesbetween the ranking

orders over the various options

obtained (respectively) under

pessimistic and optimistic scoring

assump-tions.Theythusprovidean

ideaof the impact of technical

uncertain-ties on ranking orders.

The ¢rst six pairs of bars represent

thesixbasicoptionsfollowedby the

additional options addedby each

participant (seeTable 4). Since the

numerical values for the ranks are

onanarbitrary linear scale, the

axes for the pessimistic and opti-

mistic scores have been scaled

separately to allow easy com-

parison of rankingorders.
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So, for example, while there was general agreement

that organic farming was bene¢cial for biodiversity

(compared to conventional systems), just how

bene¢cial this was, was seen to depend on how

g̀ood' the farmer was considered to be. A similar

pattern was evident for the IPM option. Not only did

opinions over likely practice in£uence thenumerical

values of the scores, they also in£uenced the

uncertainties with which these scores were

expressed. Expectations concerning the possibility

for a range of good or bad practices or di¡erent

environmental conditions dominated much of the

discussion during the deliberation over scoring.

[weedcontrol advantages] will vary from farm to farm

because somepeople's land ismore inherent toproblems

thanothers ..

(Participant B)

The importance of context was also seen when

scoring the di¡erent GM options.There was some

scepticism about the extent to which regulatory

controls could manage risks:

NinePerhaps,sorry,numbersixmightnotbeif it'svoluntary

controls.Canyouregulateforvoluntarycontrols?Youcan

regulate that there shouldbe voluntary controls inplace

but youcan't enforce themso that's probably a seven.

(Participant L)

Equally with the voluntary control, voluntary most

peoplewouldbegood,but there's always the rogue.

(Participant D)

However, it was recognised that the exercise of

controls may have e¡ects beyond those intended.

There could be negative or positive consequences .

For example, with voluntary controls on area of

cultivation, the reduction inareagrownmight restrict

economic bene¢ts.

And if you control the area of cultivation I think you

probably add to the cost. (Participant F)

Labelling might have bene¢ts in terms of recording

and traceability as well as providing consumer

information, leading to improved performance of

this option over several di¡erent criteria.

[concerning knock on bene¢ts of labelling for iden-

tifying weed problems] `̀ If you're turning labelling

into recordkeeping,which is onlyanother versionof

labelling, then in actual fact it would help because

knowing what you did when and looking back next

year you ought to be able to say. (Participant B)

The broader political context was also seen to

in£uence issues such as the economic outcomes:

Participant D: `̀ If it is better andmore productive

then economics should be good.

Interviewer: `̀Are you con¢dent that it will be

cheaper and better in economic terms?

Participant D: `̀ That's where the subjective comes in

Yes if the big six don't, ^ having got all the seeds

and start chargingpremiumprices for them ^ so it's

a yes and a no.

There were also particular di¡erences in technical

scoring on some issues such as the safety of

organic food and the environmental impact of

herbicides which highlighted where more technical

information would be relevant to the debate:

For the organic, in theory they're supposed to be

very safe but because they're not checked they

could be very unsafe. And from the regulations...

other regulations don't apply to them, so they don't

score highly on safety. (Participant F)

The actual scores that were attributed in this exer-

cise shouldnot be consideredde¢nitive.Manyof the

criteria are complex and would need further disag-

gregation to score with more con¢dence. However,

the people involved in the exercise do have consid-

erable expertise in many relevant areas and collec-

tively represent a wide range of pertinent technical

perspectives.The general patterns in their scoring

should provide, at the very least, a pointer to the

broad character of the technical issues at stake.

Therefore, whilst bearing in mind the importance of

context and the limited nature of this exercise, it is

possible to draw out some general themes from the

overall patterns in the actual scores themselves for

the six basic options (ie: those for which an array of

comparable scores were provided).

Environment

All participants score organic (or, in the case of

Participant L, IPM) most highly under environmental

criteria. All but one participant (F, a government

adviser) score IPMhigher than GMoptions under

environmental criteria.

Under no viewpoint do the di¡erent regulatory

contexts for the GMoptions signi¢cantly a¡ect their

relative environmental performance.Of the GM

options, the `voluntary controls' regime tended to be

scored equal best or marginally higher in environ-

mental terms under all but one viewpoint

(Participant K, from the agriculture and food indus-

try).

Under only one viewpoint (Participant F, a govern-

ment adviser) wereGMoptions assessed toperform

signi¢cantly better in environmental terms than

does conventional intensive agriculture.
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Agriculture

The pattern displayed by the scoring under agri-

cultural criteria is quite volatile, with four of the six

basic options scoring most highly under one view-

point or another: organic (Participants A and C),

IPM (Participant J), conventional (Participants Fand

I) and GM with monitoring (Participants E and K).

Likewise, all options score lowest or joint lowest

under one viewpoint or another.

Health

The pattern of health scores is generally similar to

those under environment, but are more variable in

that, under two viewpoints GMoptions are regarded

as performing better in health terms than do

conventional crops (Participants E and F, both

government safety advisers), with a third viewpoint

(Participant K, from the agriculture and food indus-

try) holding all non-organic options to be equally

superior in health terms to organic cultivation.

Under no viewpoint do the di¡erent regulatory

contexts for the GMoptions signi¢cantly a¡ect their

relative health performance. By contrast with envir-

onment, however, there is a slight tendency for the

l̀abelling' regime to score most highly among the

GMoptions in health terms.This arose because

some participants thought labelling would facilitate

the early identi¢cation of any adverse e¡ects and

allow action to be taken.

A striking feature of this picture is that the most

favourable assessments of the non-GMoptions

under health criteria are signi¢cantly less favour-

able than the most favourable assessments of the

GMoptions. Participant F (a government adviser)

identi¢es a strong health advantage for GMover

non-GMoptions on the grounds that there is greater

regulatory oversight of GM foods.

Economics

Under economic criteria the organic option

performs relatively poorly (scoring lowest under the

viewpoints of Participants A, B, F, J and K, repre-

senting a variety of categories of participant). Only

one participant (C, an independent scientist) di¡ers

(and strongly) by rating the organic option highest

under a broadly-de¢ned set of economic criteria.

Participants are evenly divided as to whether GM

options as awhole display economicadvantages or

disadvantages. Participants B, Fand K (associated

with government and industry perspectives) see

advantages; Participants A, C, D and J (associated

with NGO and independent scienti¢c perspectives)

see disadvantages compared with conventional

crops. Interestingly, all but twoparticipants (A and L)

rate the voluntary controls option as the worst or

joint worst of the GMoptions under economic

criteria.The discussion that took place on this point

during scoring indicates that this was largely

because it was judged that voluntary controls would

restrict the areas of growth and thereby limit any

economic bene¢ts.

Society

Only ¢ve participants formulated scores under

social criteria and the pattern in the scores

assigned is similar in its volatility to the picture under

agricultural criteria. In general, the GMoptions tend

to score relatively low under the social criteria and

the non-GM (especially organic and IPM) relatively

high.

Other

Scoring data for the `other issues' criteria is avail-

able foronly three participants (C,D and Participant

L). As a result of this restricted empirical base,

generalisations over `other criteria' are of very little

value.

4.5 Uncertainties

There was a signi¢cant di¡erence in the degree to

which uncertainty is expressed in the scores

assigned by di¡erent participants. Indeed, there is a

factorof ten di¡erence between the extremes (when

expressed as ratios to the mid-range values taken

by scores under each individual criterion).The

uncertainties expressed under each grouping of

criteria by each participant is displayed in Figure 4.

There is an evident tendency for participants from

the agricultural and food industry (participants B, K

andL) to fall among thosewith relatively lower levels

of uncertainty across all the di¡erent criteria group-

ings.

Figure 5 displays the uncertainties expressed by

each participant, broken down by each of the six

criteria groupings. In general, the greatest uncer-

tainties are expressed in the scoring of environ-

mental performance, and (where they are

assessed) the least with `other issues'. Overall, agri-

cultural, health and social issues are evenly ordered

between these in terms of decreasing uncertainty in

scoring. However, environmental, agricultural and

health issues are all subject to the greatest uncer-

tainty under one viewpoint or another.

Perhaps not surprisingly, signi¢cantly greater

uncertainties are generally associated with the GM

options than with the non-GMoptions (Figure 6).

However, the appraisals of several individual parti-

cipants display a signi¢cantly di¡erent pattern, with



Figure 4 The uncertainties expressed for each issue according to each participant
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The degree of uncertainty

expressed by each participant in

scoring each group of criteria

(environment, agriculture, health,

economics, society, other) under

pessimistic and optimistic

assumptions.The uncertainty is

expressed as a ratio to themid-

rangebetween pessimistic and

optimistic ranks. Each participant

is representedbya colour coded

bar.Theaverage uncertainties

across all groups of criteria are

also shown separately.

Figure 5 The uncertainties expressed by each participant according to issue
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For each individual identi¢ed

according to their code letter, a

bar chart shows the uncertainty

theyexpressed inscoringeachof

the isssues - environment,

agriculture, health, economics,

society, otherand overall.The

uncertainty is expressedas a

ratio to themid-range.
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both organic and conventional farming subject to

the greatest uncertainties under certain viewpoints.

4.6 Weightings

The assigning of numerical weightings to re£ect the

relative importance of di¡erent appraisal criteria is

perhaps the most complex and potentially proble-

matic aspect of an MCManalysis (cf: Section 4.1).

Nevertheless, the overall picture displayed in Figure

7 has been validated in two separate iterations of

consideration by participants (once during the

interview and once for those responding to the

sensitivity test).

Of the ten participants who felt fully able to assign

weightings, eight identi¢ed at least one criterion in

at least four of the six broad groupings of criteria

(environment, agriculture, health, economics,

society and `other').The averages of the weightings

assigned to ¢ve of the six overall groupings are

broadly comparable (ie: within factor two - `agricul-

tural practice' is the outlier). Of the six broad group-

ings of criteria, ¢ve are dominant under at least one

perspective or another (the exception being the

`other criteria' group).This provides some further

con¢rmation beyond the approval expressed by

participants that grouping criteria in this way

provides a relatively robust structure for thinking

about the di¡erent types of concern.

The fact that ¢ve of the six broad groupings of

criteria are dominant underat least one perspective

or another reveals the magnitude of the di¡erences

in the perspectives taken by di¡erent participants.

This observation is underscored by the fact that

each of the broad groupings of criteria are entirely

omitted under at least one perspective.

. No environmental criteria are weighted above

zero by Participant F (a government adviser).

. No agricultural criteria are applied by Participants

B, D or weighted by Participant F (including a

government adviser, an NGO and an industry

person).

. Nohealth criteria are applied by Participant B (an

industry person).

. Noeconomic criteriaareappliedby Participants E

or F (both government advisers). Participant I

(from an NGO) rolls economics into one social

criterion.

. No social criteria are applied by Participants B, E,

F or K (drawn from government and industry

sectors).

. No `other' criteria (largely ethics) are applied by

Participants A, B, E, F, H, I, J or K (drawn from

virtually all categories of participant).

A special case in the assigning of weightings was

Participant L who identi¢ed three criteria under

which performance was not subject to trade-o¡s

with that under other criteria, but which served

rather as `hurdles', which each option would have to

pass if they were judged tobeadmissibleas options.

The three tests were `regulatory approval', `ethical

acceptability' and `commercial viability' (in terms of

corporate strategy).With these hurdles passed, the

scoringdi¡erences for theadmissible options under

the remaining nine of Participant L's criteria (falling

under all six general groupings of criteria) were all

weighted equally.

4.7 Rankings

Figure 8 displays the overall rankings for each of the

six basic options under the perspective of each of

the ten participants whose numerical `inputs'

permitted the derivation of multi-criteria perfor-

mance rankings. It displays the outcomeunder both

pessimistic and optimistic scoring.The axes are

scaled in order to clarify the di¡erences in ranking

orders (rather than the absolute values taken by the

ranks) under pessimistic and optimistic assump-

tions.

Several features emerge:

. the viewpoints taken by the di¡erent participants

result in very di¡erent ranking orders across the

six basic options.

. whatever the overall rankings, a distinction canbe

drawnbetween the pattern displayedby the three

non-GMoptions (options1-3) and the three GM

options (options 4 - 6). However, there are impor-

tant exceptions to this generalisation: the GM /

non-GMdichotomy breaks down in some cases,

with variationwithin these groups exceeding the

di¡erences between them.

. though there are cases where the di¡erences

between pessimistic and optimistic scoring are

highly signi¢cant in the overall rankings, for the

most part the di¡erences between options are

more pronounced than those between the high

and low positions in the ranking orders taken by

individual options.

Each of the individual basic options is found to

performworst and, for that matter, most are found to

perform best - under the viewpoint of at least one or

other participant. For instance:

. Organic performs best according to participants

A, C, D and I (and for an optimistic J and a pessi-

mistic K) and worst according to participants B

and (jointly) F.

C OVERALL

Figure 6 The uncertainties expressed by participants according to the six basic options
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For each participant the

uncertainties they expressed in

scoring the six core options are

givenas a ratio to themid-range

value. Each individual is identi¢ed

according to their code letter.



Figure 7 How each participant weighted each issue
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For each participant, identi¢edby

theircode letter, abarchart shows

the relative weighting placed on

each issue - environment,

agriculture, health, economy,

society, other (according to the

colourcodeabove). Alsoshown is

the overall average ofall

participants in the top bar chart

where the range is shownby the

vertical arrows.The weighting

scheme for Participant H is

constructed fromasimple ranking

order.The scheme for Participant

Lomits `threshold criteria' (see

main text).

Figure 8 Final ranks for basic options by participant
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KEY TO BASIC

OPTIONS

1 organic

2 IPM

3 conventional

4 GMwith segregation and

current labelling

5 GMwithmonitoring

6 GMwith voluntary controls

Each bar chart shows the ¢nal

rankings for the six basic options

obtainedby each individual

(identi¢edby theircode letter).The

bars show the relative perform-

ance of the options according to

anarbitrary linear scale.The

pessimistic and optimistic bars

display the uncertainty range in

scoring that was expressed by

each participant.The six core

options are described inTable 4.
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. IPM performs best for a pessimistic J and (jointly)

worst according to participant F.

. Conventional cultivation performs worst accord-

ing to participants K and (jointly) F.

. GM with segregation and labelling is found to

perform best by participant B and (jointly) F, but

(jointly) worst according to the pessimistic

perspectives of J, I and L.

. GM with monitoring is found to perform best by

participant L, an optimistic K (and jointly by F)

and worst by participant J.

. GM with voluntary controls is found to perform

best by an optimistic participant E and (jointly) by

Fand worst by participants A, C, D, I and (jointly)

pessimistic J.

An option is assigned an overall rank of zero in this

MCMprocedure only when it scores lowest underall

weighted criteria (both pessimistic and optimistic).

Aside from the case of Participant F (who places a

zero weighting on all but one criterion), this is the

case only foroption 6 (GMunder voluntary controls)

and occurs with two participants (C and D, an

academic scientist andan NGO representative).The

fact that zero rankings do not occur more often in

this exercise is an illustrationofa general willingness

to score generally disfavoured options relatively

highly underat least some criteria (cf: Section 5.2 on

Strategic Behaviour).

Sensitivity Analysis: uncertainties in scoring

Figure 3 displays the overall rankings obtainedbyall

the participants for their entire ranges of options

under both optimistic and pessimistic scoring

assumptions. Again, the absolute values taken by

the ranks have been scaled in order to highlight the

di¡erences between the rank orderings under opti-

mistic and pessimistic cases.These di¡erences

re£ect the impacts of the more technical aspects of

uncertainty (as distinct from issues of divergent

interests, framing and values).The di¡erences

between rank orderings obtained under optimistic

and pessimistic approaches to scoring under each

individual perspective are evidently generally rather

small compared to the di¡erences that prevail

between the perspectives themselves.

It is only relatively rarely that these overall uncer-

tainties have any signi¢cant e¡ect on the ¢nal

ranking orders. According to the perspective of

participant E, for instance, GM cultivation with

voluntary controls moves from being the best-

performing option under optimistic scores to being

signi¢cantly worse than organic cultivation under

pessimistic scores. Likewise, for participant J, a shift

between optimistic and pessimistic assumptions

alters the ordering (at the top endof the rankings) of

organic production and IPM. In the vast majority of

cases, however, the rankings of the di¡erent options

remain una¡ected by the uncertainties captured in

the`pessimistic'and `optimistic' scoring conventions.

The implications of this are that it is not the technical

dimensions of uncertainty which are crucial, but

rather more intangible qualitative aspects concern-

ing the divergent interests, values and framing

assumptions adopted by di¡erent participants.

Of course, the potential in£uence of technical

uncertainties on rank orderings would be signi¢-

cantly larger if pessimistic and optimistic attitudes

were adopted on a case-by-case basis with respect

to di¡erentoptions or criteria rather than across the

board as here. However, the fact that scoring is

conducted in this exercise by the individual partici-

pants themselves already includes account of indi-

vidual criteria- or option-speci¢c framing

assumptions. Further exploration of the importance

of di¡erentiated attitudes to uncertainty would rest

on detailed examination of these assumptions and

might be an interesting topic for further research.

Sensitivity Analysis: importance weightings

A full table of the sensitivities of option rankings to

changes in criteria weightings under each of the

di¡erent perspectives is reproduced in Annex 2. It is

remarkable that a ninefold variation in criteria

weightings (factor three up and down from the base

case) has such a relatively small impact (typically

less than ¢ve percent) on the overall pattern in the

rankings, only occasionally swapping the positions

of options which are ranked closely together.

Nevertheless, there are a few examples where even

threefold increases ordecreases inweighting values

yield apparently signi¢cant impacts on the ¢nal

rankings. A factor three reduction in the weighting

on environmental criteria under the perspective of

participant E, for instance, changes the position of

the organic option from being the most favourable

to one of signi¢cantly lower performance than the

GMoptions. Likewise, the same is true under this

perspective for a threefold increase in the value of

the weighting on health criteria. Similarly, under the

perspective of participant K, the ranking of option 8

(a mixture of organic, conventional and conven-

tional techniques) moves from a joint second posi-

tion in the ranking orders (after organic cultivation)

to being the best-performing option either under a

threefold decrease in the weighting on agricultural

criteria or under a threefold increase in the weight-

ing onhealth criteria.The importance of these latter

changes should not be exaggerated, however,

because they take place against a background of

rathercloseproximities in the rankings of theoptions

concerned.

Overall it is clear that the ¢nal rankings obtained by

the di¡erent participants and the broad associated

Figure 10 Variability in overall rankings for core options

Organic IPM Conventional
intensive

GM+
segregation
+labelling

GM+
post-release
monitoring

GM+
voluntary
controls

Figure 9 Average overall rankings for basic options
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Theaverage overall rankings for

thebasicoptions if the results from

all participants are combinedand

equal weighting is given to each

perspective.The orange and

brownbarsdisplay thedi¡erences

between the rankingorders over

the six basic options obtained

(respectively) under pessimistic

and optimistic scoringassump-

tions.They thusprovide an ideaof

the impact of technical uncertain-

ties on ranking orders. (Since the

numerical values for the ranks are

onanarbitrary linear scale, the

axes for the pessimistic and opti-

mistic scores have been scaled

separately to allow easy com-

parison of rankingorders).

Thebarchart shows the variability

in overall rankings for the basic

options usingan arbitrary linear

scale of relative performance.The

bars show the average rankings.

The vertical arrows show the

maximumandminimum values

obtainedunder the perspectives

of di¡erent participants.

Pessimistic and optimistic scores

have beenaveraged.
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patterns in their similarities and di¡erences noted

here are rather robust features of this exercise.They

appear not to be volatile consequences of the

weightings schemes alone, but rather are the result

of a range of di¡erent aspects of the perspectives

taken by the participants, including the choice of

criteria and the frames of reference adopted in the

assigning of performance scores.

Some Key Features of the Rankings

In the light of the relative robustness of the rankings

to the sensitivity analysis concerning both technical

uncertainties and importance weightings, somekey

features of the rankings can be identi¢ed with some

con¢dence.

First, the GMoptions perform clearly best overall

only under the perspectives of three of the partici-

pants associated with government or industry

bodies (participants B, Fand L). Under ¢ve

academic scienti¢c and public interest group

perspectives (participants A, C, D, I and J), GM

options perform generally worse than non-GM

(especially organic and IPM) options.

Second, under the perspectives of two participants

associated with government or industry bodies (E

and K), the position is more equivocal, with non-GM

options (notably organic) performing better under

certain conditions.

Third, the voluntary controls regime performs

generally indi¡erently or worst among the regula-

tory strategies for GM crops under the perspectives

of both industry and public interest group partici-

pants alike. Only under the perspective of a

government adviser (participant E) do voluntary

controls appear unequivocally preferable to other

GM regulatory strategies (under optimistic scoring)

with the other government adviser neutral on this

point (participant F).

Finally, it is evident that the conventional intensive

cultivation option (option 3) tends to perform

generally rather poorly underallperspectives, either

with respect to the GMoptions or with respect to the

organic and IPMoptions (depending on the

perspective). Under no perspective is conventional

intensive cultivation identi¢ed as the single best

option.This ¢nding is particularly interesting, given

that this option represents the status quo.

A `Bottom Line' Result?

The `bottom line' result obtained under most

approaches to appraisal (such as cost-bene¢t or

risk analysis) is a ¢nal ordering of options in

sequence of their overall performance according to

the particular assumptions and methodologies

adopted in analysis.Where the perspectives taken

by di¡erent participants are in some way aggre-

gated in analysis, multi-criteria approaches are also

often employed to yield a `bottom line' result of this

sort. By assigning equal weight to the viewpoints

expressed by each participant and by assuming

that the perspectives adopted are broadly

commensurable with each other, such a procedure

is also possible even in a simple l̀inear additive

weighting' pilot MCM exercise such as that

employed here.

Despite concerns over factors such as the compar-

ability of performance data, the commensurability of

di¡erent types of bene¢t or burden, the consistency

of framingassumptions andappraisal methods and

so on it is often said that - irrespective of the di¤-

culties - policy making requires the production of

`bottom line' results in appraisal, with corresponding

pressures and responsibilities placed on analysts.

The questionmight thus legitimately be raised as to

what would be the aggregate ranking order for the

six basic options under consideration here, if equal

weighting were assigned to the perspective of each

of the ten participants for whom rankings can be

generated?

Having normalised and averaged the rankings for

the six basic options under each viewpoint, the

`bottom-line' result for this exercise is displayed in

¢gure 9.Organic cultivation is found to perform best

on average, IPM next, with conventional agriculture

and the three GMoptions all ranked similarly overall.

Being averaged out in such a procedure, the vari-

abilities between optimistic and pessimistic scoring

conventions exert only minimal in£uence on this

overall picture of ranking.

However, the confounding e¡ect of the intrinsic

uncertaintyand indeterminacy inappraisal is shown

in ¢gure10. Here, the big picture is one of enormous

variability, with the overall rank of each individual

optionhighly sensitive to the particularassumptions

made under the viewpoints of the di¡erent indivi-

dual participants.The extreme minimum and

maximum rankings assigned to the di¡erent basic

options under di¡erent perspectives are displayed

as vertical lines in Figure10 (together with the

overall average or optimistic and pessimistic rank-

ings as histogram bars).This shows that the over-

laps and contrasts between the rankings of di¡erent

options and the factors which drive these discre-

pancies are far more important than the di¡erences

between the average `bottom line'option rankings. It

is the systematic exploration of these factors which

constitutes the real focus and contributionofaMCM

approach such as the present pilot exercise and

shows what a limited picture a `bottom-line' analysis

gives.

high diversity

high diversity

medium diversity

J

medium diversity

zero diversity

medium diversity
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Figure 11 Pie charts showing diverse mixes of options favoured by each
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KEY TOOPTIONS

BASIC OPTIONS
1 organic

2 IPM

3 conventional

4 GMwith segregation and

current labelling

5 GMwithmonitoring

6 GMwith voluntary controls

ADDITIONALOPTIONS
(seeTable 4)

I 7 GMwith segregation,

labelling, monitoringand

other restrictions

8 GMwith full assessment of

impacts and need

B 7 GMwith `quality'

K 7 conventional and organic

without GM

8 mix of GM, conventional

and organic

J 7 GM in regulated organic

system

8 GM in IPM system

F 7 GMwith segregation,

labellingandmonitoring

Participants were asked their

opinion concerning diversity

amongoptions.The results for

each participant are shownas a

pie chart displaying the pro-

portional importance of each

option in their favouredmix of

options.The six basic options1-6

are colour coded.The additional

options de¢ned by each partici-

pant are brie£y described above.

Full descriptions are given in

Table 4.
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4.8 Diversity

Figure11shows a set of pie charts representing the

diversemixes ofoptions for theproductionofoilseed

rape which were identi¢ed as the `̀more acceptable

scenario'' by those seven participants (B, D, E, F, I, J

and K) who responded on this question.This group

was drawn fairly evenly from government (E and F),

industry (B and J), academic science (J) andpublic

interest (D and I) backgrounds, rendering possible

the making of some tentative observations

concerning the practical role of diversity in an MCM

appraisal of this sort.

The pie charts in ¢gure11 represent, in approximate

terms, the relative importance of each individual

option in the overall mix of approaches to the culti-

vation of oilseed rape pursued in the UK taken as a

whole.The measure of `importance' here, relates to

some straightforward `output' metric such as share

of production or share of land in cultivation.The

details are not important because the important

point in this pilot exercise is simply to introduce and

explore in broad brush terms the implications of a

relatively novel concept in appraisal - the devotion

of explicit and systematic attention to the possibility

of deliberately fostering some degree of diversity

among choice options as a way of mitigating

serious uncertainties and accommodating diver-

gent value judgements.

Based on the procedure described in Section 3.6

and Annex 4, participants were invited to select one

of four mixes of options constructed on the basis of

their own ¢nal rankings across all their options, but

including some degree of diversity.The `zero diver-

sity' scenario was constructed100% from the best-

performing option.The l̀ow', `medium` and `high'

diversity scenarios represented the inclusion of

progressively greater degrees of diversity, meaning

that successively less well-performing options

(under each individual perspective) began to be

included in the mix of options.

Although ¢gure11showsquite profound variability, a

numberofquite interesting features are evident.Only

one of the seven participants (Fa government

adviser) indicated a preference for no diversity

whatsoever.The remaining six participants (drawn

from a wide variety of constituencies) all expressed

an interest in either `medium' or `high' diversity. No

participant selected a l̀ow diversity' scenario.This,

together with the comments made by individual

participants in their feedback on this stage of the

exercise, indicates that there exists considerable

empathy (at least among these seven participants)

with the rationale for considering at least some

degree of deliberate diversi¢cation among the

better-performing options in order to hedge against

intractable uncertainties and accommodate diver-

gent social interests and value judgements.

Among the six respondents who placed a non-zero

weighting on diversity, it is striking that the two

participants fromNGOs (Dand I) chose `acceptable

scenarios' displayingmarkedly less diversity than

the remaining four participants (participants B, E, J

and K). Assigning `medium' and `high' weightings to

diversity, the positions taken by the two NGO parti-

cipants are apparently no less well-disposed in

principle towards diversity than are those of the

other four respondents. It may be, therefore, that the

relatively lowerdiversity of the scenarios favouredby

the NGO respondents is simply a re£ection of the

greaterdi¡erencesbetween the ¢nal rankings taken

by the various options under their appraisals.The

greater the di¡erence between the rankings of

better and worse options, the higher the weighting

that must be placedupondiversity in order to yield a

given diversity of mix.

However, it is remarkable that the mixes of options

identi¢ed by the two NGO participants whilst

displaying a degree of diversity involving conven-

tional agriculture, integrated pest management and

organic cultivation both e¡ectively exclude all GM

options. This e¡ective exclusion of GMoptions from

these mixes is at one level simply a re£ection of the

relatively low rankings achieved by these options

under these perspectives. However, one participant

(D), commented that in the chosen mix of options

small experiments with GMcropswouldnot be ruled

out under that perspective.The other (I) commen-

ted that the generally favourable view taken towards

diversity under that perspective was quali¢ed by

recognition of the potential irreversibility of the

adverse interactions between GMoptions and other

cultivation strategies. Under such a view, the e¡ects

of GM strategies militate against diversity.Where

appraisal (such as orthodox risk assessment)

concentrates on the evaluation of individual options

on a case by case basis, this kind of system-level

consideration can easily remain neglected.

A further notable feature is that (with the exception

of an industry participant (B) who envisages a

contribution of only some two per cent) all partici-

pants envisage what would under present circum-

stances be considered very substantially increased

contributions by organic cultivation methods.

A ¢nal striking observation is the consistently low

importance under all perspectives assumed by

conventional intensive techniques for the produc-

tion of oilseed rape.What amounts to the current

status quo is assigned at most only a few percen-

tage points under views drawn from government

advisers, industry and interest groups alike.This

seems to underscore the observations already

Figure 12 The participants' scores for each basic option
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Each rowof barcharts showshow

each participant (identi¢edby

their code letter) scored each

basic option (identi¢edby the

colour code above) under each

broad groupingof criteria -

environment, agriculture, health,

economy, society, and other.
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made with respect to the rankings themselves

regarding the evident pervasive dissatisfaction with

current techniques in comparison with alternative

possibilities. Of course, the particularalternatives

which are favoured under di¡erent perspectives are

polarised between, on the one hand, integrated

pest management and organic cultivation and, on

the other, various GM strategies.

Participant C
Academic scientists

KEY TO SENSITIVITY TEST

Reduce issueweighting

by factor 3

Base case weighting

Increase issue weighting

by factor 3

KEY TO OPTIONS

1 Organic

2 IPM

3 Conventional

4 GMwith segregationand
current labelling

5 GMwithmonitoring

6 GMwith voluntary controls

7 complete public control

Environment Agriculture

Health Economics

Society Other
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Participant J
Academic scientists

KEY TO SENSITIVITY TEST

Reduce issueweighting

by factor 3

Base case weighting

Increase issue weighting

by factor 3

KEY TO OPTIONS

1 Organic

2 IPM

3 Conventional

8 GM in IPM system

4 GMwith segregationand
current labelling

5 GMwithmonitoring

6 GMwith voluntary controls

7 GM in regulated organic system

Environment Agriculture

Health Economics

Society Other

44 Participant E
Government safety advisors

KEY TO SENSITIVITY TEST

Reduce issueweighting

by factor 3

Base case weighting

Increase issue weighting

by factor 3

KEY TO OPTIONS

1 Organic
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Participant A
Religious and public interest groups

KEY TO SENSITIVITY TEST

Reduce issueweighting

by factor 3

Base case weighting

Increase issue weighting

by factor 3

Environment Agriculture
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Society Other

KEY TOOPTIONS

1 Organic

2 IPM

3 Conventional

4 GMwith segregationand
current labelling

5 GMwithmonitoring

6 GMwith voluntary controls

7 GMwith labelling, monitoring

andbinding contracts

8 no GMcommodity crops

9 GM in controlled sectors

10 GMonly in USA

11 GMwith legal safeguards

46 Participant D
Religious and public interest groups

KEY TO SENSITIVITY TEST

Reduce issueweighting
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Base case weighting

Increase issue weighting
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Participant I
Religious and public interest groups

KEY TO SENSITIVITY TEST

Reduce issueweighting

by factor 3

Base case weighting

Increase issue weighting

by factor 3

KEY TO OPTIONS

1 Organic

2 IPM

3 Conventional

4 GMwith segregationand
current labelling
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Health Economics

Society Other

5 GMwithmonitoring

6 GMwith voluntary controls

7 GMwith segregation,

labelling, monitoringand

other restrictions

8 GMwith full assessment of

impacts andneed

48 Participant B
Agriculture and food industry

KEY TO SENSITIVITY TEST

Reduce issueweighting

by factor 3

Base case weighting

Increase issue weighting

by factor 3
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Health Economics

Society Other

KEY TOOPTIONS

1 Organic
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Participant L
Agriculture and food industry

KEY TO SENSITIVITY TEST

Reduce issueweighting

by factor 3

Base case weighting

Increase issue weighting

by factor 3

KEY TO OPTIONS

1 Organic

2 IPM

3 Conventional

4 GMwith segregationand
current labelling

5 GMwithmonitoring

6 GMwith voluntary controls

Environment Agriculture

Health Economics

Society Other
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Agriculture and food industry

KEY TO SENSITIVITY TEST

Reduce issueweighting

by factor 3
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Increase issue weighting
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KEY TO OPTIONS
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1 Engagement by Participants

Great e¡orts were made in this pilot exercise to

adopt only themost straightforward ofmethods and

to minimise the number and types of constraint

placed on participants in the framing and treatment

of the di¡erent issues. Nevertheless, engagement in

such an MCM remains a demanding undertaking.

Even the stripped-down, four-step procedure of

option de¢nition, criteria selection, performance

assessment and criteria weighting remains a quite

elaborate and challenging technical procedure for

the uninitiated.However, themajority of participants

(ten out of twelve) felt able fully to engage with the

process, showing a strong intuitive grasp of what

was involved and a readiness to deliberate in a

disciplinedand intensive fashionunderan externally

imposed framework and schedule. All participants

responding to the interim analysis commented that

they found the exercise worthwhile. No-one with-

drew from the process.

The brevity of the personal interaction with partici-

pants in this pilot exercise (a single session of some

two to three hours) may have been a disadvantage

in that it may partly have been responsible for the

incomplete engagement by two of the twelve parti-

cipants (somewhat less than twenty per cent).This is

signi¢cantly less time than is demanded of partici-

pants in most other full-£edged multi-criteria

appraisals and compares with typical total commit-

ments of several days in the context of a citizen's

panel or consensus conference. A longer session

might have assisted in the communication of the

nature and intention of the exercise in these cases

and so have fostered a greater understanding and

empathy for what was required. Likewise, it is possi-

ble that lessons learned from this pilot exercise

might contribute to improved communication on the

part of the researchers.

However, there is also a sense in which the short

duration of the process was also a positive feature,

particularly in securing engagement from the parti-

cular key individuals involved in the present exer-

cise. One of the concerns sometimes raised over

participatory appraisal procedures is the time

commitments required of the various parties

including the analysts. All else being equal, the

smaller theburdenplacedonparticipants the easier

it is to elicit the involvement of in£uential specialists

in thepolicy debate whoare giving their time entirely

voluntarily for a project outwith their own responsi-

bilities and against the constraints of very busy

schedules. Had the process beenmore demanding

of their time, or involved the more complex sche-

duling requirements of multilateral deliberations, it is

likely that there would have been greater problems

of engagement.

It is also possible that at least some of the incom-

plete engagement in the present exercise is at least

partly due to conceptual or evaluative di¤culties

with MCMon the part of individual participants.This

is an important issue which does not receive the

attention it deserves in the wider literature.Where

incomplete engagement is a re£ection of such

intrinsic conceptual or evaluative di¤culties, the

less restrictive assumptions and less circumscribed

scope of MCM should make it a less pronounced

problem than with other (more elaborate) quantita-

tive approaches to appraisal such as cost-bene¢t

and risk analysis.The problems with engagement

are notorious, for instance both in risk communica-

tion and contingent valuation and yet are often not

fully declared.Where incomplete engagement does

occur in MCM, however, it is important fully to

acknowledge it and note the reasons for it.The

relative £exibility and transparency of the MCM

approach make this a relatively easy task.

It is interesting to consider the degree to which

fundamental matters of principle are raised by the

evident discomfort experienced by one or two

participants in being asked to assign numerical

weightings to re£ect the relative importance of

criteria.The various anti-utilitarian and wider philo-

sophical concerns raised in the literature applymost

acutely where MCM is employed to derive a ¢nal

aggregated prescriptive `solution', rather than a

decision heuristic as in the present case. In any

case, such concerns apply even more strongly with

approaches such as risk assessment and cost-

bene¢t analysis. However, if profound issues of

principle are raised for some, then the particular

principles concerned are evidently not shared by

other participants. Some participants in the present

exercise, for instance, not only felt comfortable in
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weighting broad criteria of `ethics', but were also

content to assign numerical scores to re£ect the

performance of the individual options under such

criteria. Ultimately the fundamental ethical implica-

tions of MCM will vary from case to case. As a heur-

istic, it certainly seems to have broader intuitive

appeal than is typically the case with risk or cost-

bene¢t analysis.

5.2 Interactions and Deliberation

It is important explicitly to highlight the nature of the

interactive deliberation involved in this exercise.This

raises two key issues. One (interactions with the

researchers during the interviews) has been

touched on in discussing the importance of context

during scoring (Section 4.4).The other issue (inter-

actions between participants) remains a relatively

undeveloped feature of this pilot study.

The formal role of the researchers in framing and

guiding the business of option de¢nition, criteria

de¢nition, scoring and weighting was restricted

simply to communication of the rationale for the

methodology itself and to the formulation of the six

`basic options'.The procedures pursued in these

areas have already been described in some detail

(see especially Section 3.5). However there remains

the question of informal, unintended and tacit in£u-

ences arising through the dynamics of the personal

interactions during the interview itself.The principal

consideration here is that the researchers were

careful to adopt a quite tightly disciplined approach,

restricting their involvement as far as possible to

responses to questions over methodology, with

unsolicited interventions kept to a minimum and

then only in the form of open-ended questions.

Such questions arose, for instance, with regard to

the elucidation of the speci¢c reasons for di¡er-

ences in scores between options under individual

criteria and were intended primarily to ensure the

correct interpretations and recordingof factors such

as criteria de¢nition.

For the most part, participants displayed a

pronounced degree of self-su¤ciency in the de¢n-

ing of options, the setting of criteria, and the

assigningof scores andweights.Here, it is likely that

the nature of this particular group of participants

was important ^ all being specialists in the ¢eld with

well-established and strongly-asserted positions

independent of those of the researchers. If the

participants had been lay members of the public,

then it is likely thatamorepro-active rolewouldhave

been required of the interviewers, correspondingly

increasing the scope for tacit in£uences.Whatever

the reasons, it is signi¢cant that no participant at

any stage raised the conduct of the interviewers as

an issue.The fact that no participant wished to alter

the positions arrived at during the interview itself,

despite invitations to do this, also tends to con¢rm a

sense (at least on the part of participants) that tacit

in£uences by interviewers are a relatively minor

issue. All things considered, any unintended in£u-

ences on the results of this analysis are far more

likely to relate to the relatively rigid structure

imposed on the interview process by the MCM

methodology itself than by personal interactions

with interviewers.

The other signi¢cant issue of interactive deliberation

(that concerning interactions between participants)

is potentially more important. A crucial feature of the

present pilot exercise is the restriction of the analysis

to the explorationof positions takenby individuals in

a relatively isolated methodological setting.

Although (as discussed in Section 3.7) a ¢nal

meeting was held, in the event this ful¢lled the role

more ofquality control for the interpretationof results

thanof substantively in£uencing the characterof the

¢ndings. In many ways, this relatively individualistic

approach was dictated by the provisional nature of

the present pilot exercise, and by the di¤culties in

reconciling the busy professional schedules of the

various participants. As it turned out (and despite

strenuous e¡orts on the part of the researchers) it

was only possible to involve half the participants in

the ¢nal meeting. A more intensive process of multi-

lateral deliberation would therefore have required

considerably greater lead times and resources.

This raises the question of the substantive impor-

tance of the lack of deliberation between partici-

pants in the interpretation of the results of this study.

Might the outcome have been di¡erent if there had

been greater opportunities for the mutual articula-

tion, exploration and confrontation of di¡erent posi-

tions? This is an interesting and important issue

which can only be resolved by further research. All

that canbenotedat this stage is that care shouldbe

taken not to make assumptions about the likely

e¡ect of such a process.Whilst experience in some

instances is that extended interpersonal delibera-

tion can achieve a degree of convergence and

increased coherence between perspectives, it is

alsopossible that such encounters can, underother

circumstances, engender greater polarisation and

entrenchment. It must be remembered that the

present exercise was conducted against the back-

drop of antagonistic positions in a high pro¢le

controversy with very large political and economic

stakes for many of the parties engaged in this exer-

cise. Either way, the potential for contingency, idio-

syncracy and path-dependency in any particular

discursive process is always likely to remain a

crucial issue signi¢cantly compounding the

complexities raised in considering interactions with

the interviewer alone.
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5.3 Strategic Behaviour

A further issue which like non-engagement is

sometimes seen as a methodological di¤culty (but

which is not so categorised here), concerns the

extent to which the inputs elicited from participants

and their consequent results should actually be

taken at face value. Even though it was made clear

that the exercise is undertaken for heuristic rather

than prescriptive reasons, it remains possible in

principle that the expression of certain viewpoints

might be subject (at least in part or unconsciously)

to strategic considerations ^ the desire deliberately

to in£uence the result in one way or another.

Although a feature of any analysis or deliberative

process, concerns over the possibility of strategic

behaviourare raised especially oftenofmulti-criteria

approaches, where the participatory element and

the separate articulation of criteria choice and

weightings are justi¢ed not technically but in terms

of subjective values. Such issues are particularly

pertinent in the present exercise where participants

themselves (each being professionally engaged in

the ¢eld in question) were asked to ful¢l the role of

an `expert' (in scoring) as well as that ofa `citizen' (in

criteria choice and weighting).

A variety of features of the results obtained in the

present MCMmight (depending on the perspective)

be taken to raise questions in this regard. For

instance, there are two instances where a certain

option is held to perform worse than all others, irre-

spective of the criteria under which it is appraised

(eg: participants C and D in ¢gure12).There are in

some cases also some fairly strongly circumscribed

constraints adopted in certain choices of criteria

(eg: participants B and F in ¢gure 7).The weighting

scheme adopted in one case is such as entirely to

exclude all but one of the criteria that have been

identi¢ed as relevant (participant F). Other features

of interest in this regard might be drawn from the

contrasts in the scoring patterns of di¡erent indivi-

duals evident in ¢gure12, for instance with respect

to the health merits of the di¡erent basic options

(Participant F).

The point is, of course, that what may appear as

expedient strategic assumptions under one view

may be viewed as the manifestly reasonable and

dispassionate framing of the issue under another.

This is as true of the positions taken by the analysts

themselves as it is of their subjects. In techniques

such as risk and cost-bene¢t analysis, for instance,

the choice of framing assumptions (concerning

criteria, options,`systemboundaries'etc), parameter

values (suchasdiscount rates) andmethodological

conventions (eg: costing methods) may all readily

have the e¡ect of favouring one type of result over

another and yet be defended in the context of a

legitimate analytical perspective. Likewise, the

in£uence of strategic framing arises from time to

time with regard to the conduct of deliberative tech-

niques such as consensus conferences and focus

groups.There seems little reason to regard strategic

behaviour as an issue which is speci¢c to MCM.

Indeed, it is arguable that the only e¡ective way of

addressing strategic behaviour in appraisal lies in

the properties of transparency and veri¢ability

which are argued elsewhere here to be better

displayed in MCM than in many other approaches.

5.4 The Importance of Framing

An important feature of the MCMapproach to

appraisal is the explicit treatment given to di¡erent

interests and subjective perspectives.The role in

analysis of quantitative importance weightings is

crucial in this respect.The results obtained by

combining such weightings with performance

scores may then either be aggregated to yield a

¢nal prescription, or systematically tested for sensi-

tivity to divergent weightings as has been the

emphasis in this exercise. Either way, the implicit

assumption is often that all-important questions of

divergent priorities and values can e¡ectively be

captured by the heuristic device of numerical

weighting models.

The results obtained in this exercise raise quite

serious questions over the validity (or at least su¤-

ciency) of such assumptions. Despite the relative

novelty and complexity of the procedure, partici-

pants were able to come to closure in their delib-

eration over weightings signi¢cantly more readily

than they were over the scoring. Despite a number

of opportunities and stimuli to rethink or change the

weighting schemes onwhich they had settled in the

interviews, participants seemed to be quite con¢-

dent in the initial positions which they took on these

weightings. In the sensitivity analysis, the general

structure of the ¢nal rankings obtained by the

participants remained remarkably stable over rela-

tively large scale variations in weightings. For that

matter, a similar general stability of rankings was

displayed in the face of the inclusionof uncertainties

by means of optimistic and pessimistic scores. And

yet despite this apparent relative insensitivity to

changes in the explicit parameters intended to

model their di¡erences, the disparities between the

results obtained under the di¡erent perspectives

remained quite profound.

In the present exercise at least, the crucial determi-

nants of the di¡erences between perspectives lie at

least asmuch in choice ofcriteriaand thequalitative

framing assumptions adopted in the scoring of the

di¡erent options under these criteria, as they do in

the numerical values taken by the weightings or the
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explicit uncertainty ranges.The practical consid-

erations which govern these `framing assumptions'

are well documented in the critical literature on risk

assessment where they exert no less an in£uence

on the results, but all-too-often remain unexplored.

Issues such as the `system boundaries' of the

options in question, the timescales over which

appraisal is applied and the treatment of the

passage of time, the feasibility, cost and acceptabil-

ity of remedial or regulatory measures, the trajec-

tories which the development of options are

expected to undergo and the contingent in£uence

of external events, all provide important dimensions

for legitimate and defensible di¡erences in the

scoring of options.

It is a positive feature of an MCMapproach that the

explicit attention to divergent perspectives allows

the better documentation of the practical impor-

tance of such framingassumptions.This information

allowsbetter understandingof the sometimes rather

unexpected features in the performance of certain

options. For instance, labellingmay not only provide

consumer choice but the potential to track and

record e¡ects and so this option performs relatively

well under health criteria. In this way the broad

scope of an MCMmay throw up unexpected bene-

¢ts or, equally, disbene¢ts of a particular option.

When these issues are drawn together, it seems on

the basis of the present exercise, that there should

be greater caution in assuming that di¡erences of

perspective can be fully captured in the quantitative

weighting models of multi-criteria approaches in

general.The basic structure evident in the option

rankings seems to be governed at least as much by

implicit factors in the choice of criteria and the

scoring of options, as it is by divergences in impor-

tance weightings.

5.5 Relationships between Criteria

A ¢nal issue which is touched on intermittently in

several places in this study and returned to in the

context of methodology in Annex 3 concerns the

degree to which the criteria formulated by each

individual participant may be regarded for practical

purposes as being mutually independent. In

seeking to establish which performance character-

istic is preferable in any given context, it is some-

times necessary to know ¢rst the status of some of

the other performance characteristics. For instance

(to take an often-cited example) before settling on a

preference for red or white wine at a meal, it is

necessary to know (at least for some people)

whether the accompanying course will be meat or

¢sh.This sort of issue can readily become quite

complex, and can potentially arise under all

approaches to appraisal which extend their atten-

tion to a variety of di¡erent factors, including cost-

bene¢t and risk analysis. At root, however, the basic

problem is quite simple.

First and foremost, it is necessary to be clear about

what is not involved in considering this issue of

criteria independence. It is not just a question over

the existence of correlations between performance

criteria. A tendency for poor environmental perfor-

mance to be associated with poor health perfor-

mance (for instance) need neither pose nor imply

any necessary problems in terms of the indepen-

dence of the associated criteria.The problem arises

rather where a judgement over what constitutes

good performance in one area depends on actual

performance in another area.

Likewise, this issue of criteria independence is not

the same thing as the imposition of performance

thresholds as a prerequisite for the consideration of

options. Under one perspective in the current exer-

cise (that of participant L), for instance, compliance

with regulatory requirements and consistency with

corporate strategy were formulatedas two criteria in

their own right, in a sense which transcended the

importance of all other criteria. In other words, the

satisfaction of these performance thresholds was

regarded as a precondition for the inclusion of an

option in the appraisal.This approach to the priori-

tisation of criteria is well documented in the litera-

ture, where it is referred to as l̀exicographic

ordering' the ordering of options as if they were

words in a dictionary, with the performance char-

acteristics as the letters. It is a very di¡erent

approach to the analytical framework adopted in

the present exercise under which all criteria are in

principle traded o¡ against each other. However,

this type of relationship between criteria is quite

readily dealt with simply by establishing the circum-

stances under which each individual optionmay be

held to satisfy the threshold criteria, determining

whether these circumstances hold and then apply-

ing the remaining criteria in the same fashion as for

other participants.This was the approach taken in

the present study to the two threshold criteria

formulated by participant L (of Section 4.6).

With this clari¢cation of two other forms of relation-

ship between criteria, attention can return to the

questionofcriteria independence.Perhaps themost

likely indication of the intrusion of criteria depen-

dencies in the strict sense during the present exer-

cise might be expected during the scoring process.

Any important dependencies between criteria

would be likely to show up during the process of

eliciting detailed justi¢cations for the scoring ratio-

nales and contextual assumptions from each parti-

cipant. Here, it can be reported that at no stage and

for no participant did this emerge as a practical

issue with respect to the criteria actually employed.
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For those contextual factors which remain implicit, a

further safeguard in the present exercise is provided

by the explicitly holistic weighting procedure.

Instead of arriving at criteria weightings through a

process of pairwise trade-o¡s, the present

approach was simply to elicit judgements over the

relative importance of each criterion taken in the

context of all the others (and bearing in mind the

respective di¡erences between best and worst

performing options under each criterion). Along

with a host of other contextual factors, any residual

dependencies would feature as part of this delib-

erative process of judgementover weightings. Inany

case, the issue of criteria independence becomes

just one amongmany other qualitative factors of

context- dependency in framing of the kind which

have already been discussed in the last section.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Validity

Before drawing conclusions from the results of this

pilot MCM it is important to be clear about the

conditions andquali¢cations to the validity that may

be claimed.There are clearly limitations to this pilot

exercise. Only twelve participants were involved, of

whom only ten (a little over eighty per cent)

completed the MCM procedure in its entirety.The

participants were selected informally and cannot be

seen to represent a statistically valid or otherwise

representative sample. Beyond this, further more

minor reservations may be expressed concerning

the information available to participants in the

scoring exercise, the amount of time available for

the weighting of criteria, the relationship between

the focus on oilseed rape and the general refer-

ences to GM strategies in general, and the extent to

which the ¢nal results of this study have been tested

by in-depth discussions among all participants.

This said, there aremany senses inwhich, evenas a

pilot exercise, the principal ¢ndings obtained in this

study may (if interpreted carefully) con¢dently be

regardedas robust. Althoughonly twelve innumber,

the participants embodied an impressive array of

expertises and institutional experiences and

spanned a very wide range of the perspectives

currently re£ected in the debate over GM crops. All

participants are professionally engaged in the

issues associated with GM crops and food produc-

tionata level where it wouldnot be surprising to ¢nd

any of them serving on an o¤cial advisory commit-

tee of some form.The scoring process in particular

was the subject of an impressive degree of careful

deliberation on the part of all participants, with the

researchers serving continually to challenge and

document the consistency of assumptions. Beyond

this, the present exercise is far less circumscribed in

scope than are other typical appraisals in this ¢eld,

lending a greater degree of completeness to the

picture generated. Finally, the results obtained have

been subject to a fairly intensive process of valida-

tion, both during the interviews themselves, through

subsequent bilateral consultations and in discus-

sions involving a fairly representative cross-section

of one third of the participants.

To the extent that all appraisal is necessarily a

collective undertaking on the part of a number of

specialists, the present exercise is no di¡erent.

Indeed, it may con¢dently be argued that the range

of pertinent professional perspectives represented

in the present exercise is signi¢cantly greater than

that which is typical in an orthodox risk assessment.

The degree to which uncertainties and discrepan-

cies between the positions taken by di¡erent parti-

cipants have beenmade explicit by the MCM

methodology should not be mistaken for a lack of

robustness on the part of the exercise as a whole.

On the contrary, the tendency in conventional

appraisal to exclude, evade and even deny di¡er-

ences of perspective should rather serve to render

this more complete, transparent and systematic

exercise all the more robust.

As long as care is taken not to extrapolate beyond

the present results to generalisations concerning

thebalance of views amongdi¡erent constituencies

or society as a whole then, as a heuristic exercise,

the present pilot study may cautiously be regarded

as a source of a number of quite interesting and

relatively robust insights concerning the general

structure and dynamics of the current debate over

oilseed rape in particular and (with more care) over

GMcrops in general. Perhaps themost useful wayof

interpreting these results is as a potential guide to

the design of further appraisal research in this ¢eld,

which might usefully set out to build on these foun-

dations and address some of the gaps, ambiguities

and question marks which must necessarily be left

in a pilot study of this sort.

6.2 Mapping the Debate

The main objective of the present pilot MCM exer-

cise is to serve aheuristic, rather thanaprescriptive,

function. In this sense, the utility of the results lies as

much in insights concerning the structure and

dynamics of the current debate over GM crops as in

the normative implications for agricultural strategies

or regulatory policy. In this regard a number of

conclusions may be drawn, some of which con¢rm

¢ndings made elsewhere, others of which suggest

surprising and potentially signi¢cant challenges to

certain received wisdoms.
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First, there are otheroptions whichare thought to be

viable and broadly comparable with the pursuit of

GM strategies, at least with regard to oilseed rape.

Combinations of organic and GM strategies were

one of these and (under the perspectives in which

they have been formulated) tended to perform rela-

tively well in this exercise.

Second, it is clear that a very wide range of criteria

are thought relevant to the evaluation of GM crops

and alternative food production strategies, many of

which are quite remote from the narrow scienti¢c

and health issues addressed in orthodox risk

assessment.The implications here are returned to in

a later section. For the moment, though, it is clear

that an important group of criteria address issues

not only of consumer choice but also of citizenship

and wider questions of participation and agency.

This picture echoes that currently emerging else-

where in the literature. Analyses of the failings of

present regulations point to exactly these two

issues.
48,49

A recent workshop concluded that

unless broader issues were included in the evalua-

tion of GM foods, then the system will struggle to

gain public support.
50
Another recent workshop

also concluded that, in risk domains such as those

to do with GM crops, a broader spectrum of knowl-

edge was needed to inform the decision and public

participationwas crucial.
51
The issue ofagencyand

ability of the consumer to make choices or in£u-

ence decisions as aconsumerhasbeenhighlighted

in public attitudes research both in the UK and the

Netherlands.
52
The results obtained here tend to

con¢rm this broader picture.

Third, with regard to the performance of GMand

non-GMoptions under health and environmental

criteria, questions are raised concerning certain

assumptions which might otherwise have been

taken for granted. Although the di¡erences in the

pattern of option scores under these groups of

criteria are quite strongly in£uenced by the view-

point of a single participant, they underscore that it

cannot be assumed that performance under health

and environmental criteria will necessarily be well-

correlated. In particular, it seems that there is less

consensus over thehealth implications of GMcrops

than there is over their environmental performance.

Fourth, with regard to the perception and treatment

of uncertainties, the implications of the present

study are that the consistent adoption of `optimistic'

or `pessimistic' approaches to the scoring ofoptions

does not generally a¡ect the picture of overall

performance as much as do di¡erences in framing

assumptions (concerning criteria choice, scoring

and weightings).The di¡erences between rankings

obtained under optimistic and pessimistic scores

are generally rather small compared to the di¡er-

ences between perspectives.The conclusion here,

then, must be that it is not the technical dimensions

of uncertainty which are the key issue, but rather

more intangible qualitative aspects concerning the

divergent interests, values and framing assumptions

adopted by di¡erent participants.

Fifth, and also with regard to the matter of uncer-

tainty, some con¢rmation is given here to a broad

brush picture in which the greatest overall uncer-

tainties are held to lie under environmental criteria

and concerning GMoptions, with generally lower

uncertainties tending to be seen by participants

drawn from an industry background than by other

participants. However, this broad impression over-

lies a richer texture of small-scale variability, with

signi¢cant uncertainties also identi¢ed under

di¡erent perspectives for all the broad groupings of

agricultural, health and economic criteria and for

conventional as well as organic production

methods.The perception of uncertainty and varia-

bility is thus a highly complex and context-depen-

dent factorcastingdoubtonautomaticassumptions

that the key uncertainties necessarily concern the

environmental and health e¡ects of GM crops.

Under some perspectives, for instance, uncertain-

ties over the large scale economic e¡ects of a

switch to organic farming present similarly profound

issues of ignorance and precaution.

Sixth, with regard to the priority assigned to the

di¡erentgroups of criteria, thepicture is perhapsnot

surprising. Perspectives drawn from the biotechnol-

ogy industry and food supply chain are conspicu-

ous in their relative under-emphasis of the social

and/or environmental and safety considerations

which are prominent under all other perspectives.

The perspectives adopted by government advisers

hold in common the distinctive characteristic of

being at the same time relatively narrow in scope

whilst emphasising environmental and safety

considerations. For their part, the perspectives

expressed by the non-industry participants (ie: the

academic scientists, government advisers and reli-

gious and public interest groups) hold in common a

markedly lower emphasis on economic or agricul-

tural considerations.
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Finally, with regard to the notions of overall perfor-

mance yielded by the rankings obtained in this

exercise under each perspective there are a few

interesting conclusions. GM options perform best

overall only under the perspectives of government

or industry participants whilst they perform gener-

ally worse under the perspectives of academic

scienti¢c and public interest participants. However,

even under certain government and industry

perspectives, non-GMoptions including notably

organic cultivation perform better under certain

conditions. Perhapsmost surprisingly, the voluntary

controls regime performsworst or joint worst among

the regulatory strategies for GM crops under the

perspectives of both industry and public interest

group participants alike.

6.3 Policy Implications for Agriculture

For a policy maker charged with making decisions

over the regulation of a GM crop or a class of GM

crops, what implications might be drawn from this

pilot study? Although the conclusions drawnmust

necessarily be quali¢ed as tentative, the results

discussed here are no less robust (though for

di¡erent reasons) than those typically yielded by

comparable appraisal exercises in this ¢eld. Further

investigation on a number of issues might change

signi¢cantly the complexion of the results but the

¢ndings obtained in this study at the very least

demonstrate the general form of the insights which

might be thought likely to emerge from the more

detailed, widespread and sustained use of MCM

techniques in this area.

First, and perhaps most strikingly, it is clear in many

ways that there is a generally quite favourable

picture of the performance of organic systems of

production.The superior environmental perfor-

mance of organic techniques is a matter of consen-

sus among participants. However a range of widely

perceived broader bene¢ts from organic strategies

were evident not only from the overall rankings that

emerged under a wide range of perspectives and

the associated diversity analysis, but also from the

choice of additional options for appraisal. Even

those most positive about the technology consider

that if GM crops could be included in an organic

system then this might o¡er the `best' option.This

raises serious questions over the extent to which

R&D strategies presently support such a progres-

sion towards organic and IPM systems or allow the

more detailed evaluation of their feasibility and

implementation.

Second (and almost irrespective of perspective),

conventional intensive agriculture was seen to

perform consistently poorly.The lesson from this

may be that when evaluating GMor other develop-

ments in agriculture there may be some merit in

going beyond the use of the conventional agricul-

ture status quo as the `yardstick' by which harm is

evaluated. At present, for example, when deciding

whether a GM crop will have an adverse e¡ect on

the environment, the UK's Advisory Committee on

Releases to the Environment consider that an e¡ect

which is no greater than that caused by conven-

tional systems cannot be considered an adverse

e¡ect.
53
The present results raise questions over

how demanding a criterion this may be. It may be

that regulatory appraisal of individual options would

be more robust if they were carried out on the basis

of comparison with a wider range of alternatives

than just the present status quo.

Third, although there was evidence of support for

controls on GM crops for a variety of reasons

ranging from consumer choice, consumer con¢-

dence and the ability to track e¡ects, there was

some scepticism from a variety of perspectives over

whether voluntary controls would be e¡ective.

Doubts were evident both with regard to the feasi-

bility of such controls in principle once GM crops

have been released and with regard to the con¢-

dence that may be placed in the actual observation

of voluntary controls inpractice.Most noticeably, the

addition of options with a wide variety of post-

commercialisation controls did not have a marked

e¡ect on the general performance of the GM

options.That this result was sustained over such a

disparate array of perspectives underscores ques-

tions over the con¢dence that may be placed in the

e¡ectiveness of such voluntary controls.

Finally, there was evidence from this exercise that

considerable support may exist on all sides of the

debate for the focusing of greater attention on the

deliberate pursuit of a relatively diversemix of agri-

cultural strategies drawing on a number of the

better-performing options, rather than on a single

monolithic `best' technological or policy option.This

raises questions over the extent to which R&D and

regulatory policymaking should be geared towards

active encouragement of a variety of techniques

rather than assuming or emphasising a single

particular trajectory. It also raises the issue of how to

treatoptions which display characteristics whichare

seen to militate against diversity.

48 Von Schomberg,1998.

49 Wynne andMayer,1999.

50 Barling et al1999

51 Confronting Risk: Findingnewapproaches to risk. Report of a

workshop run by the Consumer's Association,Unileverand

Sainsburys, 1998.

52 Hamstra,1995.

53 Von Schomberg,1998.
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6.4 Policy Implications for Regulatory
Appraisal

The Validity of a `Bottom Line' Result

Orthodoxapproaches to regulatoryappraisal (such

as risk and cost-bene¢t analysis) are routinely

employed to arrive at discrete, apparently de¢nitive

and often highly precise results.These are then

taken as an in£uential basis for subsequent delib-

erations over the `safety' or `acceptability' of indivi-

dual options or more rarely the relative performance

of a range of alternatives. Attention is more often

directed at the simple values taken by such results

than it is at the nature, context-dependency and

defensibility of the crucial determining assumptions

which led to the obtaining of these particular values

rather than some others.

It has been shown in the present study that multi-

criteria appraisal techniques may be employed in a

similar fashion to arrive at a discrete set of prescrip-

tive results.The justi¢cation for such an approach is

no more questionable in principle with these

approaches than it is in the ¢elds of risk or cost-

bene¢t analysis. However, the explicit attention

given in MCM to the various crucial dimensions of

appraisal (option choice, criteria choice and de¢ni-

tion, the framing of performance scoring, the treat-

ment of uncertainty, the weighting of importance)

serves strongly to undermine the unquali¢ed

presentation of a particular prescriptive set of

results. Rather than being seen as a disadvantage

of MCM, such insights might rather be seen as

crucial in the interpretation of the more opaque

pictures yielded by orthodox appraisal. Conversely,

where an MCMheuristic does admit quali¢ed

prescriptive conclusions, these may be regarded as

correspondinglymore robust thanpronouncements

made without any systematic attention to the volati-

lity or idiosyncrasy of crucial determining assump-

tions.

Breadth of Scope

The wide spectrum of criteria that were thought

relevant to the appraisal of GM oilseed rape under

virtually all perspectives in this exercise raises

serious questions over the scope of existing

approaches to the regulatory appraisal of GMcrops

in the UK. Such concerns have already been widely

voiced, for instance in recent statements by the

Royal Society
54
and Royal Commission on

Environmental Pollution.
55
Even where appraising

performance in the relatively narrow terms of envir-

onmental and health impacts, issues were raised by

a wide range of participants which are not exclu-

sively concerned with the technical details of the

method of production and so are presently entirely

excluded from current approaches to regulatory

appraisal. In the domain of environment, for

instance, aesthetics and impacts on biodiversity are

examples.With health, nutritional consequences

were considered relevant by some.This picture is

compounded in consideringmany of the social,

economic and even agricultural criteria raised by

participants from all sides of the debate, which are

also routinely excluded from the procedures of

regulatory appraisal for GM crops. In this light, the

broadening of the scope of the regulatory appraisal

process may be seen to o¡er an important way of

improving the match with the wider debate, with

corresponding implications for the fostering of trust

and the reduction of polarised con£icts.

A similar point might be made with regard to the

essentially comparative character of the present

exercise involving consideration of a wide range of

di¡erent options rather than the examination of

individual options on a case-by-case basis under

some absolute yardstick of performance (such as

`safety', `risk' or `cost').There can be little doubt that

the deliberation by participants over the conduct of

scoring across a variety of options signi¢cantly

enriched, extended and re¢ned the exercise, by

continually suggesting new factors or novel impli-

cations of establishedunderstandings.Likewise, the

discipline imposed by the need continually to

compare and contrast helped to elicit a better

understandingundereachperspective of thenature

of the relative strengths and weaknesses of the

di¡erent options which might have remained

marginal in a stand-alone appraisal. Finally, of

course, there is always the possibility that a `satis¢-

cing' approach to regulatory appraisal seeking

simply to establish the acceptability of a single

option in isolation may all-too-easily lead to the

neglect of alternative options whichmight otherwise

have performed even better.

The Importance of Risk Characterisation

A relatedbut distinct issue arises from recognition of

the apparently relatively modest importance of the

weighting process in determining the pattern

observed in theMCMresults. Although thenumbers

involved are too small usefully to bear statistical

examination, it appears that the basic structure

evident in the option rankings is governedat least as

much by the choice of criteria and by the divergent

framing assumptions adopted in scoring, as by

divergences in weightings. Here, there may be
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important implications for the design and interpre-

tationofmulti-criteria techniques themselves, in that

it seems that divergent knowledges, values, interests

and other commitments are only partly re£ected in

the weighting schemes, being expressed also

through all the other qualitative stages and

elements in the appraisal process.

Beyond this, there are potentially signi¢cant wider

conclusions which may be drawn with regard to the

business of risk assessment as a whole. For

instance, the above ¢nding seems to reinforce the

rationale for emphasising the importance to policy

makers of the `risk characterisation' process as

voiced (for instance) in an in£uential recent report

by the USNational Research Council
56
and the EPA

Commission.
57
Drawing a contrast between `risk

characterisation' and the more programmatic,

quantitative aspects of risk assessment, the NRC

observe that:

In addition to thebiological andphysical outcomes that

are typically covered,decisionmakers and interestedand

a¡ectedparties oftenneed toknowabout the signi¢cant

economic costs andbene¢ts of alternatives, secondary

e¡ects of hazardevents, or the e¤cacy of alternative

regulatorymechanisms (page 29)

Ariskcharacterisationwill fail tobeuseful if theunderlying

analysisaddressesquestionsandissues thataredi¡erent

fromthoseofconcerntothedecisionmakersanda¡ected

parties (page 29).

It is obvious that an appraisal process which

excludes what are held by some constituencies to

be important factors, may fail to secure the crucial

property of public con¢dence. It follows from this

that, by instilling a misleading impression of

completeness, robustness or rigour, risk assess-

ments based on such incomplete risk characterisa-

tion may leave regulators and business highly

exposed to a subsequent backlash on the part of

the excluded constituencies.

Likewise, it might be concluded from this that the

addition of `ethics' as a separable (and often ¢nal)

`bolt on' stage in the process of regulatory appraisal

may also often prove inadequate and misleading. It

is clear from the present exercise that values, inter-

ests and other commitments are all inextricably

intertwined with the application of `knowledge' in

appraisal. Appraisal procedures which are predi-

cated on the separation of these elements seem

likely to fail.

The Potential of MCM

Overall, this exercise may be concluded to have

demonstrated that MCM does o¡er a way of

combining relatively technical and intrinsically

subjective factors in appraisal in such a way as to

display (at least to some extent) each of the proper-

ties outlined inTable1, namely:

i) relative £exibility andbreadth of scope,

ii) openness to divergent choices, values and

framingassumptions,

iii) candourabout uncertainties,

iv) aheuristic for `mapping' (rather than

prescribing) assumptions,

v) systematic disciplineand rigour,

vi) transparencyand veri¢ability underexternal

review,

vii) accessibility to participation,

viii)feasibility and e¤ciencyaspart ofa regulatory

process.

The limitations which have been acknowledged

and discussed in this report underscore that MCM

cannot be regarded as a panacea for the complex

and intractable challenges of risk assessment and

technologyappraisal.The complexity of the exercise

andof the resultsmeans that MCMcan certainly not

be regarded as an everyday tool. It can only make

sense, for instance, as part of a wider deliberative

process of appraisal - a process within which it

might be hoped that MCM may help contribute the

keyproperties of systematic discipline, transparency

and veri¢ability.

Finally, of course, it is clear from the plurality and

relative open-endedness of these results that an

MCM such as this cannot be seen as an `analytical

¢x' for arriving at de¢nitive `right or wrong' answers

over what constitutes the `best' (ie: most `reason-

able'or most `consensual') choice ofoption from the

point of view of society as a whole. Far from being a

di¤culty, the lack of pretensions in this regard are a

positive feature of the use of an MCMheuristic. For

instance, this was evidently a condition for securing

the trust and involvement of the unusually broad

array of interests participating in the present exer-

cise.

Here, the crucial point is that, while a technique

such as MCM may be used to identify and explore

the relative importance and interactions of issues

suchas option choices, framingassumptions, value

judgements, uncertainties and technical evalua-

tions, the ¢nal decision and its associated justi¢ca-

54 Royal Society,1998 55 RCEP,1998 56 NRC,1996. 57 EPA,1997
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tionsmust remainat least to some extent intrinsically

contingent and subjective. As a result, an important

feature of an MCMapproach is that it makes it

explicit that the justi¢cation of ¢nal decisions must

be as much in terms of political legitimacy and

democratic accountability as in terms of `sound

science' or `rational economics' in appraisal.

For a politician it may appear that an apparently

simple, ostensibly precise, `safe', `unsafe' or `safe

enough' verdict maybemoreappealing thanhaving

to look at the more messy subjective factors in

comparative appraisal. In reality, however, the

opposite may be the case. Apparently simple

conclusions of this sort are often rather poorly

sustained by the real complexities ofappraisal.They

are widely contested and no longer serve the

purpose of reassuring the public. Being able to

justify decisions and show that all relevant criteria

have been considered at some point in an evalua-

tive process is likely to lead to more robust decision

making. Practically speaking, it would not be

necessary to repeatanentireMCMexercise foreach

individual GM crop, for example. Once the frame-

work and general parameters have been set, the

speci¢cs pertinent to an individual decisionmight

be added relatively easily.Thus used in the right

situation, MCM could facilitate policy and decision

making at many levels.

Further Work

From this pilot study it appears that an MCM tech-

nique, when used as a heuristic, could o¡er a

potentially e¡ective contribution to policy making

and decision taking in many domains including

biotechnology and agriculture.Themain shortcom-

ing of this pilot study, in terms of extrapolation and

therefore practical usefulness, was its necessarily

limited nature. A logical extension would be to

expand the scope in three ways:

1. By providing for greater interaction and delibera-

tion between participants.

2.To introduce a dimension of public participation

by establishing a citizen's panel or panels to select

additional options and criteria and assign weight-

ings.

3.To use a variety of specialists agreed by the panel

to score the criteria under the various options.

Because the language used and the issues raised

by the present participants were those of the policy

debate, it is particularly important that any subse-

quent exercises include wider publics both in order

to identify any contrasts with the specialist arena

and to con¢rm and enrich the `map' of the overall

GM debate. Panels could be selected on a regional

basis, by age, sex or some other basis to bring

di¡erent perspectives into the debate.This would

serve both as a way of testing and verifying the

present exercise as well as re¢ning and rendering

more robust the ¢nal picture.

ANNEX 3

A Technical note on the Multi-Criteria Mapping
Methodology

The technique employed in this study is a `heuristic

multi-criteria mapping' exercise, using a l̀inear

additive weighting' approach.

The technique isheuristicbecause theprincipal aim

is to explore the issues and come to a better under-

standing of the nature of the problem and the

possible responses, rather than tomake claim to the

de¢nitive determinationofa single `optimal' solution.

It is amapping exercise because the results are

expressed systematically in terms of sensitivities

prescriptive conclusions being drawn only condi-

tionally, by reference to the clearly-de¢ned

perspectives taken by di¡erent participants. In both

these respects, the approach di¡ers from some

other multi-criteria methods which use much more

complex techniques in an attempt to identify a

unique, determinate and `objectively optimal' reso-

lution of the various divergent perspectives.

The linear additive weighting aggregationmodel is

based on the simple weighted average of option

performance:

ri = Sc sic.wc [1]

In other words: the overall performance rank

obtained for the i
th
choice option (rI) is the sum of

the performance scores determined for that option

under the c
th
appraisal criterion (sIc) eachmultiplied

by the importance weighting on that criterion (wc).

The scores are normalised such that:

sic = (mic ^ mc,min) /S (mc,max ^ mc,min) [2]

In other words: the performance score for the i
th

choice option under the c
th
appraisal criterion (sIc)

is the ratio of the di¡erence between the perfor-

mance measure determined for that option (mic)

and that for the lowest-performing option (mc,min)

with the di¡erence between the performance

measures determined for the highest- (mc,max) and

lowest- (mc,min) performing options under that

criterion.

It will be immediately apparent to specialists in the

¢eld of multi-criteria appraisal that the method

adopted here represents one of the simplest of all

possible theoretically-valid approaches. As already

discussed in the report, this simplicity represents a

deliberate choice, re£ecting the heuristic rather

than prescriptive aims of the study and a concern

not to allow the quanti¢cationprocedure to obscure

importantqualitative features of theappraisal. In any

case, for all their complexity, none of the many

elaborate techniques developed in multi-criteria

evaluation over the past four decades may claim

fully and ¢nally to have resolved the fundamental

theoretical problemsof social appraisal (suchas the

interpersonal comparison of utility and the formal

impossibility of de¢nitive social preference order-

ings).
58
It therefore remains an open question

whether the loss of simplicity and transparency is

worth the sometimes marginal improvement in ¢de-

lity.

For instance, no attempt was made in this exercise

to aggregate and order the di¡erent criteria under a

single over-arching value tree. Such an approach

would have assumed the consistency of the perfor-

mance measures applied by di¡erent participants

under apparently similar criteria when, in fact, the

di¡erences between the ways of framing apparently

similar criteria was a major qualitative ¢nding of this

study (Section 5.4). As discussed in Section 5.5, the

formal independence of the criteria was established

by checking for this property in the scoring exercise

and further safeguarded by the holistic procedure

employed in the assigning of criteria weightings

under which many di¡erent `framing' factors

(including independence) were taken into account

by participants themselves.

Likewise, the assigning of technical performance

scoresby the participants themselves is also a point

of contrast with many multi-criteria studies, which

often use a separate panel of specialists to deter-

58 Cf: Kelly (1978), MacKay (1980), (Collingridge,1982), Bonner (1986),

Bezembinder (1989)
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mine a single set of scores under each criterion.The

reason for the present approach is that the partici-

pants in this exercise are themselves professionals

with respect to di¡erent aspects of the broad ¢eld in

question. Indeed, the fact that such di¡erent scoring

schemes were generated by participants in this

exercise is itself evidence that a single set of

specialist performance ratings cannot adequately

address the complex considerations which arise in

the scoringofoptions.The choice of specialist foran

`expert scoring panel' would thus clearly be amajor

variable and potential point of contention in its own

right. In this regard, the establishing of alternative

scoring scales by specialists from a variety of

perspectives inan exercise suchas thismighto¡era

useful basis for the provision of scoring information

for subsequent MCM studies involving non-specia-

list participants.

In similar vein, it is a feature of the present analysis

that all scores are expressed as arbitrary rating

scales, withnousemadeat allof physicalmetrics or

established indicators. Again, this is an open

re£ection of the importance of divergent framing

assumptions in scoring ^ a factor not avoided by

the imposition of apparently precisely-de¢ned

indices. As is often displayed in risk and cost-bene¢t

analysis, the use of a particular metric does not

guarantee consistency in framing assumptions

concerning such factors as discounting, system

boundaries and the aggregation of micro-criteria.

Here, the use of arbitrary scales allows the indivi-

dual specialist participants to capture the entire

range of what under their own perspective arise as

the pertinent considerations under each criterion.

Of course, the same would not be true of lay parti-

cipants in an MCM.

A fourth point concerns weightings.The simple

scalar weightings used in this exercise do not seek

to model any non-linearities which there may be in

the relationship between performance measures

and subjective values.These factors are sometimes

formally addressed, for instance, by value functions.

However, such complex relationships are

addressed in this exerciseby theunconstrainedand

re£exive (with respect to rankings) character of the

weighting procedure and by the crucial role of

sensitivity analysis.

Also on weightings, it is a feature of this pilot study

that the procedure involved the direct entry of

weighting values by the participants, based on a

`holistic' appreciation of the relationships between

all criteria.The only technical aid employed to this

endwas the recalculationof the weighting values as

they were entered and their display in percentage

terms (to ¢t the intuitive description of the process

as the allocation of100 `importance points'). More

elaborate multi-criteria techniques (such as various

`swing weighting', `analytic hierarchy' or `electre'

methods) seek more systematically to build up an

overall weighting scheme on the basis of sequential

pairwise trade-o¡s between criteria. However this is

achieved only at the expense of signi¢cant

increases in complexity, with the intervention into the

deliberation of a variety of deterministic algorithms

and without de¢nitively avoiding potential inconsis-

tencies.The rationale for the straightforward

approach adopted in this study rests on the quali-

¢ed role of the weightings (compared with framing

assumptions) and the importance of iterative and

re£exive deliberation over ranking.

Finally, the treatment of technical uncertainties in

this exercise is by means of deterministic sensitivity

analysis (by reference to `pessimistic' and `optimistic'

scores) rather thanthe stochasticmodels employed

in utility function approaches.The information

requirements of such approaches are potentially

enormous and always subject to queries over the

applicability of the chosen statistically or theoreti-

cally-derived probabilities, with results being highly

sensitive to amultitude of determining assumptions.

In any case, probabilistic methods do not (even in

their own terms) o¡er a valid means to characterise

the conditions of strict uncertainty and ignorance

which dominate over the formally-de¢ned condition

of `risk' in the case of many aspects of the perfor-

mance of GM crops.

Beyond these brief remarks relating to key contrasts

between the present pilot exercise and the

approaches adopted in some other multi-criteria

studies, a few comments may be made with regard

to certain broad criticisms that are sometimesmade

of multi-criteria techniques in general.

In commenting positively on the general potential of

multi-criteria appraisal, for instance, one recent

review for the UK Department of Environment iden-

ti¢es as concerns: the lack of a well-de¢ned proce-

dure for criteria choice; the potential for gaps and

overlaps between criteria; the tendency to mix

ordinal and cardinal scoring scales and the intrinsic

subjectivity of weightingassumptions. Each of these

may be taken in turn.

The issue of criteria independence has already

been discussed above and in Section 5.5. It will be

clear from the discussion in the body of this report

that someof the other pointsmight better be seenas

advantages rather than as shortcomings in the

case of MCM.The lack of constraints on the type of

criteria that can be included, the openness to

di¡erent weighting schemes and the ability to

combine quantitative and qualitative factors are all

examples in this regard. Indeed, one recent surveyof

the application of cost-bene¢t and risk analysis in

the energy sector reveals that inconsistent choices
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of criteria, the existence of gaps and overlaps

between criteria and tacit di¡erences of weighting

on di¡erent factors are at least as much a feature of

these approaches.
59
It is only where such issues

remain concealed in the presentation of the osten-

sibly de¢nitive results of risk and cost-bene¢t

analysis that they are truly problematic.Where they

are carefully deliberated and openly-declared

re£ections of particular perspectives in appraisal,

then di¡erences of criteria de¢nition and weighting

are entirely legitimate. Moreover, it is the £exibility

displayed by the explicitly holistic weighting proce-

dures employed in MCM which allows questions

suchas double counting to be taken into account in

the articulation of criteria.

It is for these reasons that the simple linear additive

weighting procedure adopted in the present pilot

exercisemight beargued, onbalance, likely to avoid

more problems by minimising complexity in analysis

than it might solve through any additional formal

sophistication.

59 Stirling,1997.
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ANNEX 4

A Technical note on the Treatment of Diversity

The explicit introductionof diversity as a system level

considerationusingan established indexof diversity

is a novel feature of this pilot study, justi¢ed on the

grounds discussed in Section 3.6 (and elaborated

in Section 4.8).The potential bene¢ts of diversi¢ca-

tion across better-performingoptions as ameans to

hedge against ignorance and accommodate plural

judgements is an issue which is explored in more

detail by one of the authors elsewhere.
60
The key

idea behind the diversity optimisation technique is

that the concept of option diversity is more readily

addressed than are the various intractable analyti-

cal problems to which this is a response (eg: strict

uncertainty, ignorance and value pluralism).

Essentially, what is involved is the conditional opti-

misation under each perspective of the degree of

diversity in the mix as awhole, subject to a trade-o¡

between a weighting placed on diversity and those

assigned to all the various criteria employed in the

appraisal of the individual options.

For the purpose of identifying an appropriate

measure, the concept of diversity is de¢ned formally

as a combination of three subordinate properties:

variety, balance and disparity. `̀ Variety'' re£ects the

simplenumberofoptions inaportfolio. All elsebeing

equal, the greater the number of options, the more

diverse the portfolio. `̀ Balance'' represents the rela-

tive importance of the di¡erent options in the port-

folio. All else being equal, the more balanced the

portfolio, the greater the diversity. Finally, the notion

of `̀disparity'' addresses the degree to which the

di¡erent options are qualitatively di¡erent from each

other. As with any analysis, this is covered in de¢n-

ing the di¡erent options themselvesö disaggregat-

ing them according to their disparity under a range

of criteria. Essentially, this is one objective inmaking

the de¢nition of options such an explicit feature in

MCM. In all, then, we have in variety, balance and

disparity three necessary but individually insu¤-

cient conditions for diversity.

Assuming that theproperty of disparity is addressed

in the disaggregation of options (a point taken up

below), it is a surprisingly straightforward task to

measure the remaining two numerical properties of

diversity: variety and balance. A simple algorithm

has been developed from ¢rst mathematical princi-

ples in ¢elds such as statistical mechanics
61
and

information theory
62
precisely in order to capture

the properties here termed variety and balance.
63
It

has been applied as a measure of concentration in

economics,
64
of biological diversity in ecology

65

and, most recently, as the measure of portfolio

diversity in energy options adopted by the UK DTI.
66

In these latter ¢elds, it is known as the `̀ Shannon-

Wiener diversity index''. In mathematical notation it

may be stated simply as:

H = Si pi. ln pI [3]

WhereH is the value takenby the diversity index fora

mix of options taken as a whole, pi is the propor-

tional reliance on the i
th
option and ln is the natural

logarithm. Because the logarithms of fractions are

always negative,H is always positive.Thehigher the

value of H, the greater the diversity.

The business of balancing option performance and

portfolio diversity using an index such as this might

be termed `̀diversity optimisation''. For any given set

of options, under any given set of circumstances,

there will exist a hypothetical `̀diversity optimal

portfolio'' with respect to the performance apprai-

sals and ignorance aversion of each participant. In

the conventional terms of utility maximisation, this

will (in the present case) be the mix of agricultural

options for the production of oilseed rape in the UK

for which the sum of the utility of the multicriteria

60 Stirling,1994,1997,1999.

61 Betts and Turner,1992.

62 ShannonandWeaver,1949.

63 Subject tothespeci¢cconditionsthat the indexmust take itsgreatest

valueforaportfolioofanygivenvarietywhentheoptioncontributions

are perfectly balanced. Second, it must varymonotonically with

varietyand balance.Third, it should take aminimum value of zero

when variety is equal to unity. Fourth, the diversity ofa portfoliomust

remain una¡ected if further non-contributing options are taken into

account.Fifth,whereoptionsaredisaggregatedaccordingtoseveral

independentapproaches to classi¢cation, the diversityofaportfolio

inwhich options are disaggregatedunderall classi¢catory systems

must be equal to the sumof the diversities of the same portfolio

disaggregated undereach individual classi¢catory system (Laxton,

1978; Betts and Turner1992).

64 Finkels and Friedman,1967.

65 Pielou,1975.

66 DTI,1998.
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performance of the di¡erentoptions and theutilityof

the diversity of the portfolio as a whole takes some

maximum value under a particular perspective.This

may be expressed as follows:

max(U); U = Si ri.pi + dH [4]

Wheremax(U) is the maximum value taken by the

total utilityU ofa portfolio ofoptions, ri is the utility of

the multicriteria performance of option i under a set

of weighted appraisal criteria taken from the MCM

procedure in equation [1] and pi is (as in equation

[3]), theproportional importance in themixofoption

i.The second term is simply the value taken by the

Shannon-Wiener index (H) for that portfolio, multi-

plied by a coe¤cient (d) expressing a weighting to

re£ect the marginal utility of diversity in terms

commensurate with the measure of option perfor-

mance employed in setting ri. It follows naturally

from equation [2]
67
that the contribution by each

individual option to this optimally diverse portfolio is

a simple function of the ratio of the utility of option

performance to themarginal utility of diversity for the

portfolio as a whole:
68

pi ! exp (ri/d) [5]

Conceived in this way, this `diversity optimisation'

technique o¡ers apotentially useful heuristicmeans

by which to inform decisions over portfolio diversity

in MCM. It is relatively straightforward, in that it

requires just two basic assumptions additional to

those adopted anyway in MCM:

i) thatoptions are de¢nedanddisaggregated in

suchawayas to re£ect theirdisparity;

ii) that it ispossibletoassignaweightingtodiversity in

the same wayas to other criteria.

A crucial ¢nal point may be made in relation to this

¢rst assumption concerning disparity. All estab-

lished analytical approaches to diversity (including

scenario and probabilistic approaches), are sensi-

tive to the disaggregation of options. No matter how

systematic the treatment, the scheme adopted will

always be speci¢c to the context and purpose of

analysis and will re£ect subjective judgements.

Accordingly, there can be no single `̀objective''

taxonomyof disparity against which optionsmay be

disaggregated. By adopting the option disaggrega-

tion generated by the MCManalysis itself, the

present exercise seeks simply to model diversity in

the broadest of terms.

The purpose here is the demonstration of the

potential merit of this approach as a heuristic and

theprovisional experimentationwith the reactions of

participants to the introduction of the diversity issue

into appraisal. A more elaborate analysis of the

potential role of diversity might be based on the

systematic characterisation by participants of their

own perspective on option disparities in a fashion

analogous to the characterisation of performance

in MCM. By addressing the issue of disparity (rather

than just the variety and balance components of

diversity), such an approach would o¡er greater

completeness than the present exercise. In this

regard, one of the present authors has also devel-

oped a novel index of `multicriteria diversity' which,

being slightly more elaborate and, at present, not

well tested (like the Shannon-Wiener function) has

not been used in this pilot study.This method is

discussed in detail elsewhere.
69
If the property of

diversity is judged worth pursuing based on the

positive role in the present exercise, then such a

multi-criteria diversity index might be applicable in a

more elaborate study which builds on the present

¢ndings.
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